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Volume CXXVII,

O L

crimes,
fraternities

say
BY

KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS

News Editor
Three Kenyon College fraternities Alpha Delta Phi, Beta
each
Theta Pi and Delta Phi
presented new
policies regarding sexual assault
io the Collegian this week, statizero-toleran-

ce

frankly that any member
convicted by the school or the
'aw of a sex crime will be removed from the ranks of the orng

ganization.
The decisions to incorporate

new legislation comes in
may well be remembered
as the school year that blew wide
issue
open the
of campus rape and the repercussions thereof, a chain reaction
that began perhaps last spring as
members of the student body
began to publicly criticize the
dubious efficacy of the college's
the

what

long-simmeri- ng

policies.

The Presidents of Delta
Kappa Epsilon and Phi Kappa
Sigma, Jevin Thoresen '01 and
Charlie

Reinhardt '01,

respect-

ively, said that their national organizations both already have

policies in place.
According to Brothers United
member Phil Stephenson '02, the
zero-toleran-

BUs

ce

incorporated such a bylaw
see POLICY, page four

-

Senior Staff Reporter

result of the Feb. 22
of the Judicial Board,
in
which the Phi Kappa Sigma
fraternity was accused of participating in hazing activities, the
fraternity has been placed on
As a
meetings

probation through the end
this semester and the 2000-200- 1
academic year, according
'o Harmon
Handorf '00, past
President and current advisor to
social
f

-
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Personnel will shift among college poets
College announces endowed chair in poetry; meanwhile, Belieu, Kimbrell look outward
BY

ticing poet whose areas of expertise include both the writing of
poetry and the study of poetry" to
fill the professorship, which is
funded by a $1.5 million gift from
its namesake, a 1953 graduate of
the college.
The search to deepen the

KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS
News Editor

Kenyon College's Robert P.
Hubbard Professorship in Poetry,
a new endowed chair announced
by the Office of Public Affairs
Monday, comes during a period of
significant unrest for the college's
poetically inclined faculty members.
Kenyon will soon begin a national search for what Public Affairs called "an accomplished prac

college's poetic involvement
though comes at the same time that
popular Visiting Instructors of English James H. Kimbrell and Erin
Belieu, accomplished poets themselves, are looking at employment

opportunities outside Gambier's
boundaries.
Kimbrell, who could not be
reach for comment, has already
accepted a position at Florida State
University for next fall, making
's
this the Whiting
final semester at Kenyon, according to Alex Jablonski '00 and Keith
award-winner-

Scott '00, two of his students.
Scott said that he felt the college will lose a great asset when
Kimbrell departs. "Kenyon's writing tradition is going to suffer if
we let potentially legendary poets
like that slip away."
Belieu, who has one year left
see POETRY, page six

They Shoot, They Score

Campus government groups
action
spring into
pre-bre-

BY

KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS

News Editor
As an early spring hastened
its way into Gambier last month,
Kenyon College's
student-governme-

nt

breezed their way
through numerous major decisions, shining decisive light on
contraversial proposals that had
demanded a blustery winter's
worth of deliberation and debate.
The hustle and bustle continued into this afternoon's Senate meeting, which representa-

tives last week predicted would
produce a nearly finalized version of Senate's
much-bally-hoo-

sexual-assau-

lt

ed

policy

ak

Dean of Students Donald J.
Omahan said that reports to the
Collegian that Senate could vote
today to approve the recommendation were premature since
some sections of the
as-yet-unrele-

ased

proposal are not yet
but that Senate may
completed
vote to approve the recommeng
dations at their first
Break meeting.

the fraternity.
The fraternity pleaded guilty
to charges of transporting alcodorm and corhol to a first-yeporate irresponsibility. It pleaded
not guilty and was acquitted on
the charges of hazing.
Because the fraternity has
been placed on social probation
until the end of the semester, it
will not be permitted to host parties until next year. The fraternity may continue with its pledging process, and is still recog
ar

r

t

V
1

'

.

post-Sprin-

The anticipated decision in
Senate follows a considerable
amount of legislative action
taken recently by Student Council, which on Sunday passed a
d
proGreek
posal to revamp fraternity-housin- g

4

r

LLV'.Vsy- -

nix

iJ

Council-supporte-

policy, the second such coun- see PROPOSALS, page five

Busted: The party's (temporarily)
over for red - handed Phi Kapps
BY ASHLEY GRABLE

-
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Number 18

or sex

prediction, p. 16
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Zero tolerance

Track teams gear up for
conferences, p. 19

K E N Y ON
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-

c

Sheridan casts Oscar

Japanese internment-cam- p
survivor coming, p. 8

nized as a Greek organization by
the administration.
The Judicial Board meeting
occurred in response to an event
on the night of Feb. 2, in which
a Resident Advisor found members of the Phi Kapp fraternity
participating in a pledge activity involving alcohol in Gund
Hall.
According to the fraternity,
each of the 16 pledges for the
1999-200- 0
academic year were
see PHI KAPPS, page four

Kassie Scherer

The Kenyon College Ladies basketball team upset Ohio Wesleyan in
this game Saturday to advance to the NCAA Championships, but
See story, p. 20.
were defeated last night by Wilmington, 64-46.

Pledge numbers stabilize
JOHN PICK AND
KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS
Collegian Staff
BY

Twenty-nin- e
percent of first
year men at Kenyon College are
pledging a fraternity this year, a
number significantly lower than
last year's tally but overall similar of the college's numbers be-

tween 1993 and 1998, according
to information from Kenyon's
Student Affairs Center.
When 48 percent of freshman males opted to join a fra

ternity last February, some members of the Kenyon College community said mostly in whispers they feared the increase in
fraternity membership was rep-

resentative of raucous social
changes.
"I don't think it's because

Kenyon's becoming

a

party

school," said Dean of Student
Donald J. Omahan. "That comment has been made in some
circles. If you were to reach that
conclusion, then with the num-se- e
PLEDGES, page six
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New Kenyon Web page earns mixed reactions
Rollover menu bar, virtual campus tour are
BY DAVE BUKZSPAN

Staff Reporter
has been over four years
since Kenyon College first established a strong presence on the
World Wide Web, and not much
It

about www.kenyon.edu had
changed

until now.

Kenyon's College Relations
Center unveiled a major site
overhaul this week. Members of
the campus community however
expressed divided feedback in
regards to the change.
Kenyon's familiar, primarily
white homepage has gone by the
wayside in favor of a more modern page sporting a
rollover menu bar on the
purple-and-whi-

te

but some say the changes aren't enough

user-friendl- y,

left, a randomly chosen image of
the campus which alternates
each time you reload the page
and prominent links for prospective students, alumnae, parents,

that she started receiving feedback less than five minutes after the new site went up on Friday evening.

and members of the Kenyon

sponse to the site has been so immediate and so positive," said
Jones, who has worked on the
page since Kenyon hired her in

community.
Other significant updates include the remodeled events calendar, athletics pages and "Virtual Campus Tour," which will
integrate still images and text
panwith clickable
oramas of the campus.
According to Monique
Jones, assistant director of publications for electronic media in
the CRC, Kenyonites were eager
to test out the new site and express their opinions. Jones said
360-degr-

ee

"I'm excited that the

JJ

on Kenyon

College

re-

July. "I've already received
pleased reviews from alumni,
parents, facultv. staff, students,
and
visitors to the
site."
Still, some of the reaction
on campus has been less than
complimentary.
"While the new Kenyon
web pages improve upon the
previous version in some aspects," said local freelance
Andrew Burton '00, "it
has also regressed or remained
stagnant in others. The logical
layout of the web page has modnon-iit't'iliat-

Looking for

information

Whether you are a prospective
student, an alumnus or parent, a
visitor, or a member of the
Kenyon community, we think
you'll find answers to many of
your questions about the College
here at the Kenyon web site.
Welcome!
Click on a topic at left for
information or click below to
view this week's events or read
about the most current campus
news.

i,

ed

This week
at Kenyon

Current
f

err- About our
new web site

Web-design- er

February 23
Feb. 23, 11:08 a.m. Officers
assisted in rescuing dogs from
sewer drain on Wiggin Street.

Feb. 23, 7:14 p.m.

29, 2000
Feb. 26, 12:58 a.m. False fire
alarm at Weaver Cottage. Pull
station was pulled. The alarm
was reset.

Student

burning incense in Hanna Hall.

Feb. 24, 2:07 a.m. Medical
call regarding student with cut
hand. The cut was cleaned and
dressed and the student was advised to contact the Health and
Counseling Center in the
morning.
y
Feb. 24, 11:04 a.m.
vehicle
accident
motor
involving
student near the Fink House.

Feb. 26, 3:30 a.m. Vandalism
in Gund Commons Game Room.
Feb. 26, 3:32 a.m. Fire extinguisher discharged on first floor
of Lewis Hall.
Feb. 27, 1:02 a.m. Underage
possession of alcohol in Hanna
Hall.

Non-injur-

Feb. 24, 12:42 p.m.

Blown
transformer which caused power
outage affecting areas on campus.
Feb. 25, 2:16 a.m. Fire extinguisher discharged on the first
floor of Leonard Hall.

Feb. 27, 2:07 a.m. Intoxicated
underage student at Hanna Hall.
Feb. 27, 6:04 a.m.

Vandalism

to Coke machine at Lewis Hall.

Feb. 27, 10:40 a.m. Theft of
items from Ernst center locker
room.

Feb. 25,3:10 a.m. Discharged
fire extinguisher on the second
floor of Lewis Hall.

Feb. 28, 12:08 a.m. Fire alarm
at McBride Residence. Alarm activated by faulty belt on washing
machine in the laundry room.

Feb. 25, 3:36 a.m. Vandalism
in Caples Residence.

Feb. 28, 5:45 p.m. Theft of
items
from
Wertheimer
Ficldhouse locker room.

Feb. 25, 8:45 p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at McBride
Residence.
Feb. 25, 9:41 p.m.

Underage
possession of alcohol at 113
Hanna Hall.
Feb. 25, 11:05 p.m.

Vandalism

atGundHall.

Feb. 28, 11:54 p.m. Medical
call at Caples Residence. The student was transported to the Health
and Counseling Center and
treated by the College physician.
Feb. 29, 8 p.m. Student using
false ID to purchase alcohol at
Gambier Deli.

erately improved with the addition of some new features. The

graphical design, however remains less than impressive."
While few doubt the technological superiority of the new
site, many students wonder at
the aesthetics of the makeover.
The big red question mark
near the center of the page is a
major part of the controversy.
"It just seems misplaced," said
Burton.

Jones, who previously
worked on Dartmouth College's
site, noted that she has heard a
lot of feedback about the question mark, and noted that every
change takes a little getting used
to at first. Moreover, she noted

Last week's correction box
contained, ironically, two errors.
Senior Andrew Burton was
referred to as a member of the
class of '02.
The band that played immediately prior to De La Soul
at last May's Summer Send Off
was Battle of the Bands-winnthe Evil Beat, not Fishbowl
Funk.

Kenyon's newly renovated Web page, designed visually to match the college's
prospectus, tightens the site's navigation and adds a "Virtual Campus Tour,
but some members of the community say the changes aren't enough.

that the reason for the somewhat
anomalous graphic was the site's
aim to work side by side with the

newly updated Prospectus,
Kenyon's primary recruiting
publication.
Kenyon commissioned
Landesberg Design Associates,
the same company who designed
the '99-'0- 0
Prospectus, to design the College's new web site
design template. The big red
question mark is a recurring
theme in the Prospectus.
The Office of Admissions,
said Jones, was a strong advocate of the new page, and many
of the design renovations came
as part of an attempt to facilitate
prospective students' ability to
learn about the college and apply online.
"I think everyone is particu

larly happy with faster load times
and enhanced features like the
new search" engine, interactive
panoramic images, and the addition of new images throughout
the site," Jones said. "The new
design brings a tighter navigation
model to the top of the Kenyon
Web site, and gives both on- - and
users of the Web site
to the amazing
access
better
amount of information available
on the Kenyon Web."
Assistant Professor of Mathematics Albin L. Jones, Monique
Jones' husband, worked on the
new Web server and wrote much
of the code that allows the new
pages to integrate with databases.
Director of Systems Design and
Consulting Ronald K. Griggs
off-camp-

us

was also instrumental
project's completion.

in the

er

A caption on page five of the
February 17 issue incorrectly
n
identified the song that Psi
fraternity pledges were performing. The song was not "Every Little Thing She Does is
Magic," but rather "Build Me Up
Up-silo-

Buttercup."

There are those who
shy away from challenges;
And then there are thosed 2?
who travel 9,000 miles
looking for them.

W1

.
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Stop by a Peace Corps Information Session and find
out about the hundreds of overseas jobs awaiting you!

Information Meeting and Video
Advertisers should contact Dana Whitley for current rates and
further information at (740)
8
or 5339, or via
at
collegiankenyon.edu. All materials should be sent to: Advertising
Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
427-533-

e-m-

ail

Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
sent to the BusinessAdvertising Manager.

Just think; if you wrote
for the Collegian, maybe
we wouldn't have pesky
leftover space like the box
the
you see here.
News Editor at
SimakisK, and show us
your stuff.
E-m-

Monday, February 28 Peirce Hall 7:00 p.m.
How far are you willing to go to make a difference? Meet Peace Corps
Recruiters and listen to experiences from a world away. Learn how
you can be ready for the toughest job you'll ever love!

For more information call the OSU Recruiter,
8
Heather Aimer, at (614)
292-300-

ail

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-85-

80
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Jordan Speaks On
Overcrowding And
Financial Concern

Increased Interaction
Alumni, Potential Donors, Studehts

vhties Necessitate
th

iters,

Broder, Welty To Receive Honorary Degrees

1

LJ
Collegian as it appeared February 21, 1980.

The

ers,

BY DAVID

DONADIO

Staff Reporter
Kenyon College's Committee
on Student Life last Wednesday
established three new awards for

student leadership Student
Leader of the Year, Emerging

JP

February 21, 1980: Winters, Broder,
Welty To Receive Honorary Degrees
Degree recipients for Honors Day and Commencement will in- humorist Jonathon Winters, columnist David S. Broder, au- hor Eudora Welty and Pittsburgh Pirates chairman John W.
albreath, President Philip Jordan's office has disclosed.
Jonathon Winters was briefly a student at Kenyon. After serv- ng in the Marine Corps he entered the college in April of 1946 for
he summer semester.
He withdrew in August of the same year.
While here, Mr. Winters lived in the West Wing of Old Kenyon.
Broder will be the principal speaker for the May 25 Commencement Day Ceremonies. An associate editor of The Washington Post,
he has worked for The Washington Star and the New York Times.
Broder received a Pulitzer Prize for journalism in 1973, and is the
author of a number of books, including The Party's Over, The Fail-tir- e
of Politics in America, and The Republican Establishment. His
syndicated column appears in newspapers throughout the country.
Eudora Welty, the distinguished novelist and story writer, will
also receive an honorary degreee. Formerly on the staff of the New
York Times Book Review, and currently a member of the National
Institute of Arts and Letters, Ms. Welty has been the recipient of a
Guggenheim fellowship, The O. Henry Award, The William Dean
Howells Medal, and a Pulitzer Prize for The Optimist's Daughter.
J.W. Galbreath is the owner of Darby Farm and Chairman of
the Pittsburgh Pirates Baseball Club. Mr. Galbreath is also the owner
of J.W. Galbreath and Co. treaty firm, and director of the Buckeye
Federal Building and Loan Association.

3

Leadership awards to honor
fraternities

up-and-com-

...

The Kenton Collegian

Leader of the Year and New Student Organization of the Year
and an independent trio of Greek
Council Awards.
Since 1991, Kenyon's Committee on Student Life has presented awards to students and student organizations in recognition
of outstanding contributions to the
campus. In years past, only two
such awards were given: Advisor
of the Year and Student Organization of the Year.
Keeping with tradition, the
awards will be presented at the
annual Student Leader Awards
Recognition Dinner.
The new awards were conceived by both students and administrators on the committee, according to committee vice president
Aaron Hamilton '01.
"When we first started talking
about the awards presentation,
we felt there was definitely room
for improvement," said Hamilton.
"We wanted student organizations
to take more stock in it ... I met

with Associate Dean of Students
Cheryl Steele and told her what
we'd been talking about."
The committee took care to
ensure that all students would be
eligible for at least one of the
awards. The award for Student
Leader of the Year will be presented to a deserving junior or

senior, while the award for
Emerging Leader of the Year will
be presented to a first-yea- r
or
sophomore. "We wanted to provide motivation for younger students in organizations to play a

more active role," Hamilton
said.

.

"The new awards were created in an attempt to give credit
and recognition to those who've
really contributed to campus life.
We encourage people to nominate," commented Director of Stu-deActivities Claudine R.
Kirschner, a committee member.
"When someone is nominated, they're invited to the dinner, so they still have the opportunity of being recognized. Anybody
can nominate deserving students
with the nomination forms."
As of this year, Greek organisations will present three inde-p- ,.
ndent Greek Awards: Outstand-ii- ;
i Organization of the Year,
13st Improved Organization
nt

which committee member Andrew
Burton '00 said will not be presented this year, since it is meant
to take into account the previous
year's decision and the John F.
Furniss II '48 Award for Outstanding Leadership.
"By making the awards public," said Burton, "the community
is helping to promote acceptable
to exceptional standards for the
Greek organizations here on campus, the effects of which would
be beneficial to the entire community."
Although there are currently
no proposals under consideration,
it is expected by committee members that more new awards will
follow in coming years.
"We'll see how these three
additional ones go this year," said
Kirschner. "If there are additional
awards that can be added, they will
be."
In the meantime, committee
members said they hope students
will do their part to ensure that the
awards are conferred on those who
most deserve them.
"Hopefully, people will get
out and make nominations," said
Hamilton. "Our primary concern
is making sure that worthy organizations and worthy people get
nominated."

:lude

Tired

of asking your parents for money?
This FREE report will show you
how to make $$$ in your spare time
with little or no cash outlay!

This system lets you EARN while you LEARN! !
Once you are a member we set up your first
venture for you, and then show you how we did it.
You can come back to Update Central for new ideas forever.

Send

e-m-

ail

to: jltysonaweber.com

httawvw.cc-pagesi- x

www2.kenyon.eduorgscollegian

Republican

Presidential

hopeful George W. Bush spoke
February 29 at Westerville North
High School, just outside of Columbus, to 2000 people, including over 10 Kenyon students.
Juniors Llewellyn Jones and
Brian Auchterlonie
of the Kenyon Republicans, organized the trip to Westerville
after obtaining the tickets by
email and
sending an
ottering the spaces on a
d
basis.
"Students came mainly to
get a feel for Bush as a candidate," said Jones. "They were interested in what he had to say, and
many probably left as Bush supporters."
After 40 minutes of outlining what Auchterlonie termed
"the best of conservative political theory," Bush spent ten minutes answering questions, mainly
concerning his thoughts on education, military policy, the Most
Favored Nation status of China,
strategic defense initiative and
plans for budget surplus.
In this stage of the primary
campaign, most individuals attend such events to get a feel for
the character of the
more than to examine his or her
policies, according to Jones, who
qualified the partisan event as
co-preside-

all-camp-

nts

us

first-com-

first-serve-

pre-candid-

ate

e,

characterized by an "overwhelmatmosphere."
ingly
"If Republicans want to nomi-nat- e
pro-Bu-

a

sh

candidate who known

issues...we'll nominate Bush," said
Auchterlonie. "If we prefer chard
image. ..we'll
acter and a
nominate McCain. Either way, it's
better than Gore the socialist."
feel-goo-

Jessica Andruss
Chair of the Safety & Security Board Justin Jones '01 said he
plans to administrate a student survey on campus attitudes toward
security. The survey, to be "distributed via
sometime next
month, is being composed by
members of the security and safety
committee, divided into subcommittees. Jones said the goal of the
survey is "to find out how the students view security and safety officers and policies." According to
Jones, Safety and Security's Assistant Director of Field Operations
Robert Hooper is supportive of the
plan.
Dave Bukzspan
e-m- ail

Omahan said that the case
had gone before the Grand Jury
in December, but no indictment
was made, apparently due to lack

of evidence. The Grand Jury
could reconsider the case if more
conclusive evidence was found,
and may in fact have already
done so, although Omahan said
he doubts that any such move
would have taken place without-th- e
knowledge of the Dean's office.
As of press time, the Collegian could not reach the Assistant Prosecutor.
In the December 9 issue, the
Collegian reported that the Knox
County Sheriff's Office was investigating the case of an alleged
sexual assault in campus in early
November. According to Sheriff
David Barber, the accusation had
been brought to authorities by the
alleged victim's father.
According to federal law,
Omahan could not release the
student's name or any other information about the case. If the

United
The Judicial Board found a
student guilty of sexual assault and
dismissed him last December,

Dean of Students Donald J.
Omahan acknowledged yesterday
in a conversation with the

online, all the time, for that

States

government

changes that law as was proposed
months ago, the Dean's office
will change its policy as well, and
release more information in
sexual-assau- lt
cases, Omahan
said.

Konstantine Simakis

late-nig- ht

Kenyon-new- s

fix
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Givens moves to preserve,
enhance Kenyon's land
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS

News Assistant
As the goals of Kenyon College in the new millennium continue
to develop through the decisions of
the Board of Trustees, the role of the
college in the College Township and
Knox County needs further definition, according to Douglas Givens,
the vice president for development
who, following the February Board

meeting, accepted a
position concerning the preservation
and enhancement of the college and
surrounding countryside.
Givens promises a complete
proposal outlining in specific terms
the nature of his new position, including a name for the entity to be
associated with it, will be prepared
for the April meeting of the Board
of Trustees, adding that the nature
of the venture has already been discussed and approved.
Most likely taking on a corporate structure, Givens' project
concerns itself mainly with issues
of governance in Gambier and
connected areas.
Also certain is Givens' commitment to involving Kenyon students in these plans. "There ought
still-ambiguo-

us

Polar Bears

'There ought to be opportunities for Kenyon
students to be actively involved in all issues
affecting and impacting the college.'.
Douglas Givens,
vice president for development

XV

k

1

to be

opportunities for Kenyon

students to be actively involved in
all issues affecting and impacting
the college," Givens said, citing
the recent growth of the Brown
Family Environmental Center and
Ohio's official recognition of the
Kokosing as a scenic river a
effort as exand use"interesting
of
the
amples
ful ways to become involved in the
whole county."
studen-

t-propelled

Givens

compared

Knox

County to a water bed in which
every movement has a direct impact on the livelihood of citizens
throughout the region, referring to
county zoning laws which affect
the Kenyon campus.
Ed Meehan, director of the Regional Planning Commission of Knox
County, located in downtown Mount
Vemon, also acknowledges the effect

traffic through the village go up,"
Meehan said. "People are taking
308 South into Gambier, then connecting to 229 or 33 into town,"
possibly the result of newly constructed apartments on Yauger
Road which have motivated local
commuters to find alternate routes
in daily activity.

j.

point. "I think the reason for
joining a fraternity is a decision
that varies from person to person. There is no rational explanation for the jump in '99."
Bielfeld did offer that since
men generally seem to join in
groups, that perhaps there were
simply more groups of friends
interested in joining a fraternity
together last year.
Fred Brown '03 said that he
and three friends from Mather
joined the Phi Kappa Sigma, who

'

"'

m

Poetry: new chair
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
contract, said that
she has already begun the process
of applying to other schools.
"I figured it was such a good
year in poetry," said Belieu, "there
were so many jobs, that even
though I have another year on contract here, I couldn't afford not to
apply for jobs.
on her three-ye-

He also said that fraternities
on the whole are looking more

carefully into the character of

Write for News
E m a.

.

Bear-is-

added.

nities were conducting themselves, in terms of the rushing
process, the pledging process. To
their credit, they did a better job.
They did a better job of marketing themselves."

-

Members of Kenyon's Polar Bear Club bared freezing temperatures
last weekend, as they swam through the Kokosing River. Polar
is an extreme sport in which participants willingly hop into
dangerously cold bodies of water.

"We need to transcend individual
or local political boundary lines," said
Meehan, in defining the objectives of
the Region Planning Commission and
the Knox Couty comprehensive plan
that his office worked to produce. "We
need to manage growth in a way not
detrimental to farmland production,
polluting soil and water wells," he

their rushees because they do not
want to chose a member that will
represent them poorly.
Omahan speculated that perhaps the last year's jump in the
number of pledges was the result
of positive rather than irresponsible actions by the fraternities.
"When it happened last
year," he said, "I thought that it
might be in part due to the fact
that there was a real effect last
year to raise the level of expectation in terms of how the frater-

It-

Vv-.-

ar

Still, Belieu said she is not positive that the 2000-200- 1
school year
will be her last at Kenyon. "I certainly
wouldn't rule out the possibility of
staying here. I like it a lot," she said.

1

in 1999 would be hard to pin-

25,

1

"We've seen truck and auto

1

reach the conclusion that
Kenyon's becoming whatever
the opposite of a party school is."
Bill Bielfeld, the president
of Greek Council, said an exact
explanation for the high number

with 17 new members have more
pledges than other fraternity.
Coming to Kenyon, Brown
says his the odds he gave himself on joinng a fraternity were
but that his opinion of the
fraternity system at Kenyon
changed. "I liked the brothers,"
Brown said, "and their role on
this campus."
One freshman said that a significant influence to his decision
was that he did not want to be
separated from the friends he
made the first semester of his
freshman year.
Bielfeld, also a member of
the Delta Phis, said he was happy
with the three pledges his fraternity got this year. "Our organization looks for quality in guys.
We want people who will represent us well."

-

new development has had on the village of Gambier, specifically regarding "transportation concerns."

Pledges: numbers stabilize
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
bers going back down one could

20

While Belieu said the English
department told her that she is
"more than welcome" to apply for
the chair, whether she is the type
of professor that the college is
looking for is unclear.
The question of who will fill
Kenyon College's new endowed
professorship in poetry is not only
a matter of names, but also one of
specialties. While the official job
description lists emphasizes both
the writing and the study of poetry,
how much emphasis is being
placed on either aspect is still open
to debate.
President Robert A. Odcn, Jr.,
and Provost Ronald A Sharp are
out of town on business and could
not be reached for comment.
Besides searching for a tal

ented instructor with a conside:
able history of publication, Belies!
said, "I think the college is intet
ested also in someone that has
scholarly interest in poetry anJ
criticism."
Belieu and Kimbrell are
ter known for their writing work
shops than their scholarly interests.
"I think that the debate needs
to be, do we need a scholar or
we need a strong writer?" sail
Jablonski, an English major wit!
a concentration in creative writing
"And I would argue that the la:
ter is exactly what we need.
"I've found that the best ex
periences I've had in terms of poetry instruction," said Scott, at
English major who is doing his
senior comprehensive exercise
poetry, "have been with poets w
themselves are actively trying
publish, and have their own books'
out and who are having more ol
an active and contemporary dia
logue with modern poetry.. .as op
posed to those who have more ft
bei-f- t

(k1

a

rarefied scholarly approach
"I think there are enoug

scholarly academic approaches t
poetry here, and there's enoug
poetry taught from an academipoint of view. I think the balance
if anything needs to be tipped
the other direction."
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Kenyon-histor- y

ANDREW DOVE
Alpha Delta Phi

BY

Last

week the Supreme

refused to hear a case that
opponents hoped
,0uld abolish use of the elec-j- c
chair. Notably, a Kenyon
am played a significant role
the development of the age- jurt

;ath-penal- ty

:n

j dispute over electrocution.
r.Alphonso David Rockwell,
jss of 1868, was integral in

development of the electric

e

.vice.

The former Alpha Delt
;rved as the youngest surgeon

Civil War, joining Genii Sherman during the "march
the

the sea." Interestingly,
bckwell had five horses shot
jl from under him, without
i

experiencing injury him- Following the war, how- ver, the physician became one
fthe first in his profession to use
iectricity medicinally, pioneer-i- g
therapeutic electrotherapy.
er

elf.

Dr.

Rockwell's

work

the attention of New
ark's Prison Commissioner,
ho had just abolished hanging
la favor of death by
electricity.
Ibckwell was commissioned to
aght

5

feature coordinated by the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity and its pledge class
develop a device that would use
electricity to kill more quickly
and effectively than hanging
hence the electric chair.
Ironically, Rockwell was an
ardent opponent of capital punishment, but maintained that "if
the law must kill, let it kill humanely." Despite testimony from
the victim of a lighting strike
lawyers asked if a bolt from
heaven could not kill a man, how
could a far lesser amount of electricity be reliable the Supreme
Court approved the device.

Nevertheless,

a

somewhat

disastrous execution ensued. The
inmate was badly burned, and

the grisly premiere was denounced internationally as a
cruel and inhuman experiment.
Rockwell, however, soon
successfully altered the chair,
and only minor modifications
have been performed since.
Later in Rockwell's life, it
was said to have brought great
pain to him that he had had anything to do with the creation of
such an instrument of death. He
died an outspoken opponent of
capital punishment, once stating
that "The worst use you can put a
man to is to kill him."

The chair and the controversy surrounding it, nevertheless, have endured.
The Controversy Charges On
Last week

death-ro-

inmate

w

Robert Lee Tarver's challenge
regarding the constitutionality of
Alabama's electric chair faced
an interesting procedural trap
a trap which may have consequences for prisoners facing the
death penalty nationwide.
Justices John Paul Steven,
David Souter, Ruth Bader
Ginsberg, and Stephen Breyer
voted to hear Tarver's appeal. The
Court's order in Tarver v. Alabama
however was the first in which
five votes were deemed necessary
to accept a petition for what is
known as a writ of habeas corpus one of the last resorts for
death row inmates.
Only four votes are required
to hear a death row inmate's
case, but five are necessary to
delay an execution while a decision is reached.
As a result, Tarver's claim
that the electric chair violates the

Eighth Amendment's mandate
against cruel and unusual pun- -

jP?

J-

-.

.

v,'

V--

-- -

:

corbis.com

Archives;

Dr. Alphonso David Rockwell, Kenyon class of 1868 played an integral
role in developing the electric chair a distinction he later regretted.

ishment by posing a risk of "ex- of execution.
This was the second time
cessive burning and trauma to
in recent weeks that the Court
the bodies of condemned prisoners" will not be heard, and the averted a dispute regarding the
convicted murderer returns to the electric chair the only means
front of the electrocution line.
of execution in Alabama, Neh
penalty activists braska, and Georgia. A Florida
had hoped that if the Court case was dropped last month
deemed electrocution cruel and after the state legislature desunusual, the ruling would dis- ignated lethal injection their
mantle the legality of all forms primary method.
Anti-deat-

idetJ
:lieu
titer-

Proposals: Campus government
prings into action with decisions

-

;as

Joyce Carol Oates

Xi

andl

bet-

-

ork
ests.

FROM PAGE ONE
as many meetings.
The legislation, calling for
mination of the point- -

)NTINUED

eeds

decision in

ir do'
i

said
wit!1

-

rryover deduction clause,
ssed by the skin of its teeth via

vote from Student
President Mike Lewis,
erSara Bumsted '01 changed
e-brea-

:lat-

king

tin,

ouncil

:r

vote to

affirmative after

ini- -

abstaining.
The other fraternity-housin- g
iislation, to eliminate the "per- ntage" clause in fraternity
using, passed more command- sly, nine to two, at the Febru- 7 13 meeting.
Both proposals, which now
i Senate, have been debated
jntinual ly in the biweekly
mcil meetings since October
when they were proposed by
yler Griffin
'01, whose Com- i'tee on Housing and Grounds
N voted unanimously to en- "se them.
The proposals have actually
en around in
some form or an- tor since
they were first pro
ved to Greek Council by
icAdam Glinn '98 and Greg
cCarthy two years ago.
One factor that has perhaps
wed the process of these prowls is their complexity and
Solution. The proposal to
ily

Ninate
Auction

the

point-carryov-

er

is
clause in oarticular
i
"ring short of a semantic

Shtmare.

Even its name is somewhat
misleading; a more accurate title
would be the
point-deducti-

on

carryover clause.
The idea behind the proposal to eliminate the clause is
as follows: Sophomores who receive rooms in "divison"
the
hisof
the
college's
portions
dormitories
toric south-qua- d
each reserved for a fraternity
lose a point in- the subsequent
housing lottery. The
-

point-carryov-

er

deduction clause
states that sophomores who
choose to again bypass the
housing lottery in favor of divisional housing will lose a
point in the lottery for their senior housing, assuming that they
do not choose to live in division
for their senior year.
Losing a point in the lottery
essentially bumps students to the

bottom of their class, hurting
their chances of receiving the
most coveted housing: a single
or an apartment on the south end
of campus.
If the Senate follows
council's lead and passes legislation to eliminate that clause,
Greeks who live in division for
their second and third years will
not be penalized in the fourth.
Advocates of the legislation
argue that students who choose
to live in division as juniors are
already resigning themselves to
the equivalent of the least-pop- u

t

lar junior housing, since many
juniors land spots in the Acland
and New Apartments in the housing lottery and barely any are relhousing
egated to

-

,

--

v.-

.

:

,

'

V

less-attracti- ve

m.

-

.

I

,

than that in Old Kenyon, Hanna
or Leonard, the three dormitories
that contain divisions.
The Committee on Housing
and Grounds also noted that the
clause was implemented before
the construction of the Taft Apartincreased
ments in the mid-90- 's
juniors' chances of receiving an

apartment.
The proposal to eliminate the

non-membe-

'

"
--

"percentage" clause would most
notably render void the limit on
sophomores allowed to live in division, replacing that dictum with
the requirement that each
fraternity's division house at least
half of its executive board.
The change would give fraternities more freedom in filling
their housing, and would thus
minimize the number of spots left
open in division to independents rooms that are often considered unsavory to

""r;

,

s

i
-

Eddy Eckart

Joyce Carol Oates, right, who read works of poetry and part of her
forthcoming novel to a packed house in the Bolton Theater Tuesday,
stands here with Lisa Groesz '01,' a member of the Student Lecture-

ship committee who brought her to Kenyon

write for news

contact simakisk

rs.

Griffin, who is also president
Beta Theta Pi fraternity at
the
of

Kenyon, emphasized that blah
blah blah.
Continuing in the vein of
action, Student
Council unanimously passed a

-

V

i-

-

1

h

xl x

.

student--

government

proposal to blah blah blah student
life.

MEWS
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Phi Kapps: hazing charges lead to suspension
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
individually greeted by members
of the fraternity after all bids for
pledging had been received earlier that day. In the process of
greeting the pledges, members of
the fraternity shook a can of beer
and sprayed it on each pledge,
according to the fraternity.
According to an account of
the incident by RA Robert
Passmore '02, who discovered
fraternity members in the pro-

cess of greeting a pledge, the
activity also likely involved the
consumption of alcohol by a
student.
Passmore said that he first
came into contact with members
of the fraternity when they "befirst-ye-

ar

gan to yell and make noise" after locating a pledge in a dormitory room. Because the noise
was disrupting quiet hours, he
confronted the Phi Kapps, asking them to be more or quiet or
leave the building.
Passmore said the fraternity
members, of which he believes
there were 12, immediately became quiet and walked past him
into the bathroom. When he al-

legedly heard

chanting of

"Chug! Chug!" from inside the

bathroom, the R.A. said he
pushed his way into the bathroom, past a fraternity member
who may have been guarding the
door.
"As an R.A. it is my paid job
to enforce the rules of the college to provide the best possible
living environment in my hall,"
said Passmore. "One of the new
regulations this year is that no
student, regardless of age, is allowed to have alcohol in first-ye-

ar

dorms."
"I informed them of college
policy and requested that they

pour the beer out," Passmore
told the Collegian via
"They handed the can to another
e-m- ail.

member who said,

'I can have

this.'
"This implies several things,"
that he was 21 and
thought he could have alcohol;
two that the can was not a Pepsi
One, as they could have shown it
to me and I would have left them
alone; and three the fact that
they were yelling 'Chug! Chug!'
also implies that they were not
drinking Coke."
Handorf denies Passmore's
he said. "One

Dean of Students Donald
.

on,

Fraternity members argue

on.

yell

and

throw things at the pledges. The
fraternity denies that any of its
pledging activities can be defined as hazing.
Omahan said that he recognizes the Phi Kapps as among the
most reputable fraternities on
campus. "Over the years," he
said, "the Phi Kapps have been
one of the more responsible
Greek organizations on the campus.
"Our expectation is that the
leadership and members of Phi
Kappa Sigma will make good
choices and exercise a high degree of individual and corporate
responsibility in all matters relating to the fraternity," he said.

Board. Handorf recalled the definition of hazing used at the meet-in- g
as "Any activity that is
physically, mentally or emotionally damaging."
"I was never in any danger
of any sort," said Philip Consolo
'03, the pledge being greeted at
the time of the incident. According to Reinhardt, the participation of each pledge in the activity was dependent on his consent.

because of
despite inconclusive evidence
provided by the prosecution.
Passmore noted that after
the Board realized the RA was
not able to identify the can, it
offered to have the Phi Kapps
retract their statement of
According to

of the fraternity

mbers

the definition of the Judicial

ar

self-incriminati-

ar

Omahan was unwilling to comment in detail on the proceedings
of the Judicial Board meeting because of its confidential nature.
"I have great confidence in the
Judicial Board and Kenyon's judicial process," he said, "and
feel that the Board made good,
thoughtful and appropriate decisions in this matter."
The fraternity was able to
successfully argue at the meeting that the activity could not be
described as hazing according to

can, his hand around it, I could
not read the label," he said.
The fraternity was nevertheless found guilty of possessing
alcohol while inside a first-yedorm, because it pleaded guilty
to the charge. Reinhardt argued
the Kenyon College judicial process has a great fault in the fact
that a party may be found guilty
self-incriminati-

ation was focused on the pres.
ence of the fraternity, not on the
well-bein- g
of the first-yestudent. According to Handorf,
Passmore made no effort to investigate whether the first-yea- r
pledge had been at all harmed
after discovering the Phi Kapps
in the bathroom.
Reinhardt said the most
damaging of any Phi Kapp
pledging activities is the freshman sing, during which me-

Passmore, the fraternity declined
the opportunity to do this.

accusation that members were
chanting, "Chug! Chug!" as the
R.A. entered.
According to Phi Kapp
President Charles Reinhardt '01,
no can of beer was open when
Passmore entered the bathroom.
Passmore said he was unable at the Judicial Board meeting to identify without a doubt
that the silver can he saw in the
bathroom was beer. "As I was in
a crowd of people and a fraternity member was holding the

that the RA's concern in the situ

Policy: no tolerance for sexual assault, say Greeks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
last spring, prompted by an alleged incident involving one of
their members.
n
Representatives for Psi
and Delta Tau Delta could
not be reached, although sources
close to the Collegian said that
the fraternities are both working
on similar policies.
"This is something that we
as a group wanted as a part of
our commitment to accountability," said President of the Alpha
Delts Pete Coppins '01 of the
policy, which the fraternity quietly put into place last semester.
Up-silo-

"We believe the individual
should be held accountable for
their actions, and this is one of
those steps that we wanted to
take to get there."
B.J. Murphy '01, president
of the Delta Phis, said that the
policy,

cut-and-d-

ry

no-toleran- ce

which his brothers approved
Tuesday as part of a series of
new bylaws, would ease the
pressure placed on members of
an organization if one .of their
comrades is convicted of assault.
"It makes it a little bit easier to
deal with the situation," said
Murphy. "It makes it less of me
calling the accused out personally, and more of me saying,
'No, this is what we agreed to,
this is something you accept
when you accept this brother- -

Jf
rTu-uiii.'H-

I

T

litifil

I

'll'i '.Villi
FREE TRIPS!

i

I

EARN CASH If
STUDENT ORGS. WANTED
SAUS REPS.
3
for ris. CALL 1 00-397-601
-8-

hood.'"
Shayla Myers '02, manager
of Kenyon's Crozier Center for
Women and an outspoken member of the community regarding
gender issues on the campus,
said she is "very impressed" by
the new policies.
"I really think that this is an
outstanding step for fraternities
to take," Myers said. "That they
took it on their own that it
wasn't the administration. ..and
the fact that they weren't forced
to do it says that there is a responsibility that they've taken.
The fraternities have a large position on this campus. ..Just by

doing this, I think they show
themselves as leaders."
Although the three policies
are equally blunt regarding the
itself, the Alpha
Delts and Betas both incorporate
slightly different complimentary
rules and policies.
The Betas, whose policy is
explicated in full in the
fraternity's letter to the editor
on page 11, have also adopted
zero-toleran-

ce

or an outsider will be removed
from the party.
"We want people to feel
socomfortable at any
cial function or party that we
may be hosting," said Beta President Tyler Griffin '01, noting the
general connection between an
alcohol culture and rape.
Myers said she was a fan of
the party-base- d
policy. "I'd like
to see other fraternities take that
step as well," she said.
The ADs' policy states that
the fraternity will create its own
panel of an undetermined number of either active members or
;ilumni when a formal charge is
made. Even if the school or the
legal system acquits a member
of the charges, said Coppins, the
fraternity will expel a member if
the independent panel finds suf
so-call-

zero-toleran-

ed

zero-toleran-

gold."

ce

This has become part of our

bylaws," said Murphy,

"andh

there haven't been major revi
sions made to our bylaws in over
23 years. We take that very seriously."
"I think that, while it's possible to look at it as PR," said
certainl)
"I
Myers,
don't. ..We've all wanted to dc
this for so long, and we should,
as far as I'm concerned, all be
excited that they're taking this

for months, some.w'ere worried
that the community might view
it as a matter of Public Relations
rather than heartfelt intentions.
"There's no way to get

;--

v-

,

step."

'

'

stay sober at any Beta social
function and pursue any complaints of sexual assault or harassment. If one of the representatives, who will be distin-

'If

I

h,,

n.

1

.

....

-

V- -i

it

through our actions. People
aren't going to take our word for

of other chapters around the
country, and will propose
spreading the policy to the international organization at their
conference this summer.
Griffin said that although
members of the fraternity have
been working on the new policy

designate representatives to

taken place, the accused
whether be a fraternity member

serious

about this. ..We have to show

ganization who authored the legislation, has brought the
policy to the attention

mm

ce

guished by dress, determines that
some kind of misconduct has

our actions that we're

Horn Gallery Construction

policy in
terms of sexual misconduct at
their parties 'and social functions.
That portion of the policy
legislates that the fraternity
a

around the fact that people are
going to look at this as solely a
P.R. statement," said Griffin.
"We just want to show through

ficient evidence supporting the
accusation.
Coppins said that Andrew.
Burton '00, the former president
of Kenyon's chapter of the Alpha Delts and current Student
Governor of the international or-

l!
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Eddy Eckart
You've got to admit it's getting better, of the continuing construction of the new Horn Gallery. Its
predecessor couldn't have gotten no worse
it was condemned by safety officials.
now-demolish-

ed
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two Kenyon poets publish books

well-verse- d:

Student

Clarvoe wins publishing of book, $1000

published

res-th- e

BIElODESWIIiON-rirHE- S
stu-or-

BY MERCEDES

'02 started his
career early, publishing his first
jok, Post Perfect Future Tense: A
'okctioii of Short Stories, Poems,
4 Incoherent Ramblings, through
rxcel Press in December.
"I didn't plan on turning any of it
;jo a book," said Norton, who began
riting work that appears in the book
sahigh schooler in Maryland. "I ba- plly took three years worth of writ-g, took out all the crappy stuff and
:mpiled all the mediocre stuff and
Patrick J. Norton

in-'ear

FUTURI TENSE

urary

ned
PPs

lOSt

app

The

'its
de- -

og-

-

the
on
he

'een
ible
am-
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the
Phi
ood
de-

rate
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9gtei

ay?
.

K
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OfUtte, ePe&r&t

:!)

are
a

'fin.

have had a profound impact on his
work.
Past Perfect Future Tense is
available for sale on amazon.com,
iuniverse.com, or any other online
bookstore for $7.95, and will soon hit
the shelves of the Kenyon College
Bookstore. The book which, he
noted, appears as number 867, 302 on
the list of most popular books on
amazon.com is dedicated to his

more books, Norton sim--

"I'm having trouble

smiled.

writ--

for my English class," he

:g papers
ad.

school, Norton wrote for
government on the sub- ous
ct of girls' education in Egypt dur-- g
w it
high school.
pie
He said that short-stor- y
authors
for
xh as Raymond Carver, Flannery
IXConnor and David Foster Wallace
ugh

In nigh

:e Belgian

.

I

our

and

Tired

said
nly
do

uld.
1

be

this

You

Apricot"
The professor called the success of the work "great timing,"
as she is currently working on

well-know-

staff, students and alumni of
Fordham University. Poets Out
Loud is a group devoted to pro-

Tender will not be the first time

Clarvoe has seen her name in
print. The Yale Review has published one of her poems "Ruth's
Garden" and her some of her
other work has been accepted by

Poetry Northwest.
Clarvoe, who acknowledged
the influence of her professors
Robert Pinskey and Robert Hass
on her poetry, has already completed another book, Opposites,
and is currently working on a
third, tentatively titled Response
to Avid's Amores.
Clarvoe became a member
of the English department at
Kenyon in 1990, after receiving
her Ph.D in critical dissertation
from Berkeley.

grandparents,

COLONIAL CITY
LANES
110 MT. VERNON AVE. MT. VERNON, OHIO

of asking your parents for money?i
This FREE report will show you
how to make $$$ in your spare time
with little or no cash outlay!

-
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viding exposure for emerging
and already established poets.
The publication of Invisible

The original title of the

When asked if he was planning
p write any

;eri-

for the prize is $1,000 and publication of her work; Invisible

th

book, "Songs of Multiplication
and Division," was rejected because of its length and the new
title was taken from one of her
poems, "Landscape lit by an

snews."

ly

work with J.D. McClatchy, the
judge of the Poets Out Loud conn
critic.
test and a
The Poets Out Loud, located
in Manhattan at Lincoln Center
was founded in J992 by faculty,

since 1983 when she graduated
college, and that some of the poems were inspired by Kenyon.
One such work, "Bird Notes,"
recalls an escaped Emu running
through Gambier.

Patrick j. Norton

-

Associate Professor of English Jennifer S. Clarvoe's Invisible Tender, a volume of poetry,
beat out some 500 submissions
in competition for the first annual Poets Out Loud Prize for
poetry manuscripts,
Fordham University Press announced last week. The award

Tender will hit bookshelves
sometime in the fall.
Clarvoe, who submitted her
work last Septmeber, said she
has been working on her book

undasmall publisher."
Norton said he chose to come to
enyon because of its reputation for a
mng English department. He said the
partment has had a positive influ- ace on his writing, considering that
ruch of the work in the book was
ritten since he came to the college.
Some of readers' most popular
iorks, according to Norton, in the
wk are "Millennium" and "Random
Thoughts." Norton revealed his inspi
ration for Millennium,
a story about
jman cloning: "1 got the idea in art
jss looking at Medieval Frescos of
!sus on the Cross. This was at the
Lme time as sheep cloning started in

other books.

Clarvoe will attend a
celebratory gala and read her

full-leng-

.

S
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Staff Reporter
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Japanese concentration camp survivor to speak
'As I grew up, I was always distressed by

BY NORA JENKINS

Japanese American Students at
Kenyon and Amnesty International, will speak on a subject most

Americans know little about.
Ezaki's March 28 lecture, which
will be held in Higley Auditorium,
is entitled "A Survivor's Story:
Life in U.S. Concentration Camps
for Japanese Americans During
World War II". In it, he will discuss both his personal experiences
as a concentration camp survivor
as well as the historical facts surrounding this issue.
During the second World War,
120,313 Japanese Americans were
incarcerated by the U.S. government, with the majority being "relocated" to one of ten concentration camps run by the Justice Department and other government
agencies. Seventy percent of those
incarcerated were U.S. citizens;
nevertheless, after the West Coast

congressional delegation

re-

quested that the President remove
"all persons of Japanese lineage...
aliens and citizens alike, from the
strategic areas of California, Oregon and Washington," 2,192
Japanese Americans were placed

m

-

Ed Ezaki, in a lecture sponsored in part by the Association of

V

N0TI

UqONSTOALL

'

'

Mmi

u

.

on their ethnicity.
Ezaki was one of those imprisoned for this reason. The son
of U.S. citizens and a native of San
Jose, Calif., he was confined to the
Gila, Ariz. Canal Camp No. 1 from
1942 until 1945. After his release,
he moved to Ohio with his parents,
later working at General Motors
for over 28 years and serving in
the United Auto Workers Union
for over 20 years as Shop Chairman, President, and Committeeman. Since his retirement four
years ago, he has been working to

Courtesy of Ed Ezaki

A notice instructing Japanese Americans to evacuate their homes is posted.

under arrest by the FBI. President
Franklin Roosevelt viewed them as
such a threat to national security
that he issued Executive Order
9066, which gave the War Department the autority to establish ar

eas from which particular groups
of people could be excluded.
Though the order was worded in
a general manner, it was immediately used to justify the incarceration of thousands based solely

educate Americans about the
atrocities inflicted on people of
Japanese descent during World
War II.
Many elementary and high
school history textbooks make no

Professor researches colliding galaxies
BY EMILY HUIGENS
Science Reporter
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Fifteen million years ago, a
photon of infrared light left a galaxy far, far away, or rather a space
where two galaxies were colliding.
Today, it's part of Paula Turner's
research at Kenyon. She looks at
the places where stars are formed,
sometimes where galaxies are passing through each other.
Turner has taught and conducted her research at Kenyon since
1992. Although she is forced to do
much of her observation remotely,
she and her students analyze the
products of her observations here at
Kenyon.
Turner said, "I had been teaching most of my life. I went to a small
country grade school, and there
were times when people didn't understand what was going on, and I'd
explain it to them, so as young as
grade school, I was teaching
people." That passion and natural
ability for teaching was part of her
reason for coming to Kenyon. In
addition, she said, "I wanted to be
in a place where I could focus on
what was important to me. So I
think that this was the right balance.
I wanted to find a liberal arts college with a really strong science program. And that's not at all of them,
but there are some where there's a
real commitment to science as a liberal art and to science as a pursuit
of the mind, in the same way that
classics is a pursuit of the mind, and
that's what really sold me on
Kenyon."
Turner's work has been mostly
in
wavclengthsof light.
She reads the light coming from
non-visib-

le

the

lack of information on this topic in textbooks.
The Japanese American community will not
let this incident be swept under the rug ... this
was a most tragic and embarrassing time in
U.S. history.'
Nathan Hara '03, AJASK President

Features Editor

mention of this occurence."As
grew up, I was always distressed by
the lack of information on this topic
in textbooks," says Nathan Hara
'03, President of AJASK.
While the U.S. Government finally issued an apology under the
Civil Liberties Act of 1988, many
Japanese Americans feel that there
is still more to be done with regard
to this issue. Although the creation
of a monument to the camp survivors was recently approved, many
believe that this will not solve the
problem surrounding the lack of
education about this topic. "The
Japanese American community will
not let this incident be swept under
the rug," says Hara. "This was a
most tragic and embarrassing time
in U.S. history."
1

If you could change one thing about

with her observations, since infrared observations must be made at
g
high elevations, rather than in
regions like Ohio. Turner is
currently on sabbatical, and will be

Kenyon, what would it be?

low-lyin-

M

L
Eddy Eckart
Associate Prof, of Physics Paula Turner

colliding galaxies, distant galaxies
that are passing through one another. Normally, it is not the stars
in these galaxies that collide; rather,
"What does collide are clouds of
gas. The regions where two gas
clouds first meet compress a little
bit, and if you compress gas in interstellar space enough, it'll start to
collapse. As molecules get closer
and closer together, you get certain
amount of mass in a certain volume,
y
takes over, and
and
starts forming stars in the colliding
gas. All you have to do is raise the
density of gas clouds a little bit, and
start forming stars." Turner's research has looked at the differences
between those star formations and
other kinds of star formations, such
as those in the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies that occur as a
result of disturbances that make
them shaped like a spiral.
Turner was careful to note,
however, that her research is currently "trying to take my research
self-gravit-

interests and diversify them, so I can
have something that the students
can participate in." Students have
so far been largely unable to assist

using some of that time to learn
more about instrumentation and
spectroscopy, which is the process
of separating the light she observes
into a kind of "rainbow" and analyzing it in more detail. These are
things that students can help with,
and are also useful in observing visible wavelengths, which can be done
at Kenyon's Miller Observatory,
which Turner runs. Turner may also
soon be "getting out of the galaxy
work and into star- - forming work,"
due to collaboration she has just begun with Jennifer Goetz, a physics
professor at Wooster. The two astronomers have similar research
backgrounds, and arc planning a research project that will hopefully
begin "attracting money for a large
new telescope." The collaboration,
Turner said, will be very important
for her. "I'm the only astronomer
here," she said. "There's nobody to
talk with about the sort of work I'm
doing." The new project, she said,
is "helping me revise and rcinvision
what want to do when I grow up.
I'm still in that process."
According to Turner, "while I
know that physics is hard for many
heck, it's
people to understand
hard for me, too
it's that feeling
of having found the right field, with
the right mix of complexity and simplicity, pragmatism and elegance, to
fit my abilities and my proclivities,
which find so satisfying." She spe-
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"Add a requirement of math
to graduate Kenyon; most
people are scared of math,
but it's a cool subject"
KuluMoyo'02
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Cognitive neuroscience 'superstar ' to visit Kenyon
Michael Gazzaniga, a man
described as "superstar of cognitive neuroscience," will be
lecturing at Kenyon on March
22 at 7:30 in Higley Auditorium.
Dr. Jon Williams, the
Samuel Cummings Jr. Professor
of Psychology at Kenyon, calls
Gazzaniga a "star," and it's not
a
bit of an exaggeration.
Gazzaniga is, if nothing else,
one of the most prolific
in the United States
today, most recently having edited The New Cognitive Neuro-sciencfor MIT Press, just released this year. He publishes
frequently as well, both scientific research articles and book
reviews, in addition to editing
textbooks such as Cognitive
Neuroscience: the Biology of the
ts

neuro-scientis-

es

with
(1998),
Ivry, and George R.

Mind,

co-edit-

ed

Richard
Mangun.

Gazzaniga's research has

originally thought. "He's taken

spanned a great deal of cognitive
neuropsychology, as his expertise obviously does. He has
looked extensively at the biological basis of thought, and how
thought is processed differently
between the two halves of the
brain, called hemispheres. Williams calls Gazzaniga "the foremost expert on hemispheric
dominance", the phenomenon of
one side of the brain taking most
of the responsibility for a certain
function. The left hemisphere,
for example, is thought to process and store most of the grammatical rules of language, while
the right hemisphere processes
and stores the more subtle elements of language such as slang
and body language.
Gazzaniga began by looking
at hemispheric dominance, only
to find that function was not
nearly as lateralized, or split between hemispheres, as had been

the view now that the two hemispheres don't work independently at all, so he's been on both
sides of the fence; he's most well
known for lateralization, but he
thinks memory and visual learning is going on in both hemispheres; one hemisphere is not

independent of the other."
Gazzaniga's work took a turning
point, Williams said. "First he
came in pointing out lateralization, now he's backing off and
saying there's a lot of processing going on in both sides," he

MEHERET BIRRU

Gazzaniga is the Director of
the Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at Dartmouth College in
Hanover, N.H., and has taught at
University of California, Santa
Barbara, New York Universit
and SUNY Stony Brook. His
lecture is sponsored by the biology, biochemistry, chemistry,
and neuroscience departments.

Staff Reporter
Dr.

Hillel-sponsor-

lecture

ed

at

on March 22, in
Kenyon
Philomathesian Hall. In his talk,
will discuss the spiritual
of Judaism and their

Ariel

principles
present-da- y

application..

Presid-

ent of the Cleveland College of
Jewish Studies and the author of
n
books on the
religion, Ariel believes the
basic spiritual underpinnings of
the religion can be incorporated
into everyday American life. According to his web site,
www.spiritualjudaism.com, Ariel
provides "an enlightened view of
Judaism as a living source of inspiration that draws faithfully on
the past but looks boldly to the

three

well-know-

Jewish

future."

Jewish law can often seem
complex and, at least on the surface, may not appear relevant to

increasingly secular society.
Jews and non-Jealike often
an

ws

basics of Judiasm and the mystical side of
Jewish faith, this is certainly a program they
should consider; Ariel is a very dynamic
speaker and a great scholar.'
Michael Cooper, Hillel Director
have a difficult time understand--

,

ing how some of these laws and
customs, such as Kashrut (the set
of dietary laws which strict Jews
follow) apply to modern life, or
to spiritual growth. However,
Hillel Director Michael Cooper, a
former student of Ariel, attests that
"Ariel shows things within the
Jewish tradition that provide a
way for Jews to reconnect to Judaism in this day and age". Ryan
Shell '03, a member of the Hillel
Board, says that Ariel's outlook
has helped redefine and explain
some of the tenets of his faith. "I
found that I couldn't answer a lot
would ask
of questions non-Jeme about being Jewish, but
Ariel's! ideas really helped ex- ws

Got
Beer?
Got

plain many of the customs and
beliefs in the religion. It's one of
the best explanations of the Jewish culture that I've seen," he said.
As with all
events, the entire Kenyon community is encouraged to attend this
lecture. "If people are seeking information on the basics of
Judiasm and the mystical side of
Jewish faith, this is certainly a
program they should consider;
he's a very dynamic speaker and
a great scholar," Cooper says. By
attending the lecture, Shell says,
"non-Jew- s
may be able to clear up
a lot of misunderstandings of
Jewish culture."
Hillel-sponsor-
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Responsibility?
Make it a safe Spring Break
Brought to you by ADEPT (Alcohol and Drug EducationProgramming Team)
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Dr. Michael Gazzaniga, who will lecture at Kenyon March 22..

The Social Scene

'If people are seeking information on the

Prominent religious scholar
David Ariel will deliver a

'
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said.

Ariel to lecture on Spiritual Judaism
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For this week's edition, we wanted to observe one of the Kenyon
social life for many students.
party scenes that characterizes large-scal- e
So we picked one of the more popular weekend phenomena from the
look: A Party On The
Kenyon scene and decided to take an
in-dep-

hth

North End. Some weekend nights at Kenyon find the dark streets of
Gambier lined with small clusters of students heading North. Past the
freshman quad, past the end of Middle Path, towards the dark mass of
trees lit up by the dim lights of an old building in the woods. As you near
the old building, you hear the sounds of bass, voices, and bodies collid
ing: a shrine to the ambience of frat life. Yes, this week's edition is dedicated to none other than the Beta Temple.
It must first be noted that the Beta Temple never fails to provide a
good party. The dim room is always packed to the brim, and people keep
pushing their way through the door in search of the three Bs: Beer, Booty,
and Busting a move. Once you enter, you 're lost in a sea of bodies moving up, down and in many various spastic motions. But fall victim to an
enthusiastic nearby dancer and you could have beer down the back of
your shirt within 30 seconds. However, emerging from the Temple without such a '"baptism" is a rarity, so suck it up and keep dancing, right?
Music definitely makes the party as the DJ keeps the familiar tunes
going all night. Of all the great dance tunes that were enjoyed, there's
still something about that Backstreet Boys song that just brings everything together when you're drunk. The booming music that vibrates off
the walls and fills the room is one of the main characteristics of the
place, which is great for dancing but turns socializing into a series of
Svhats?", leaving body language as the native "tongue" of the scene.
For those who aren't overwhelmed by the large crowd, loud atmosphere,
and dangerously full cups of beer, the dancing is great.
Getting beverages was generally an easy task, but stepping back to
observe the keg area led to some interesting observations. Students,
mostly female, were packed at the bar, arms stretched as far as possible,
looking up hopefully at the row of guys behind the kegs, the "beer gods",
high above the crowd. It is the normal scene for a frat party, but for some
reason the picture looked especially extreme in the setting of such a
powerfully male atmosphere. Then, of course, there was the unusual
dancritual fraternity members perform towards the end of the party
sex
couldn't
of
aura
The
noises.
ing around in a circle making guttural
help but seep from the walls. This is, of course, always apparent in the
plethora of couples that form all over the dance floor as the night
progresses. As 2 a.m. approaches, it's time to grab the nearest member
of the opposite sex and head out, or perhaps be brave and prepare to face
the night alone.
Whatever your experience, the Beta Temple party was definitely
distinct from the other parties on campus. Some may feel it came on a
bit too strong, while others thrived on the crazy scene. However it turned
out for you, at least you'll probably always remember that great Backstreet
Boys song.
So, what way do YOU want it this weekend?
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Our Literary Present
The new Hubbard Professorship could
allow Kenyon to expand the highly
popular creative writing program
NOW IS TWC WIMTEB
In creating the Robert P. Hubbard Professorship in Poetry,
d
potential to strengthen, and enKenyon now has the
reative writing.
large, a small, selective concentration
Creative writing classes are some of the most sought-afte- r,
yet accept some of the fewest numbers. Professors argue, and
rightly, the need for small numbers in a workshop setting. The
obvious answer, then, is to offer more classes. We pride ourselves
on our literary history, but we cannot forget our literary present
a that means offering the classes students demand. '
Of the 1500 students at Kenyon, with the current system, less
than five percent of students will ever get the opportunity to take
a creative writing class. Even fewer will have the chance to fulfill
the creative writing emphasis, as it requires two classes, and advanced classes are even more competitive. Can we call ourselves
a literary giant as we so often like to when such small numbers are given a chance to explore their creative side?
While a full range of creative writing classes is not yet possible, we have at our hands the ability to bring a professor who
published, and distinguished themselves, in the literary world. As
published writers Erin Belieu and James Kimbrell explore other
options while their visiting contracts near a close, Kenyon is in
sore need of a professor who can fill their shoes and perhaps surpass them.
The establishment of this professorship is a strong step towards the goal of having a first class writer on campus for an
extended period of time. However, we urge the administration to
choose a candidate who is not only a respected scholar, but has a
committment to the teaching of creative writing at Kenyon.
Progress has been made in this direction for prose writing
P. F. Kluge.
with the continued presence of
This professorship offers the opportunity to do even more for poetry by attracting a full time faculty member, with the resources to
support a vibrant student writing population.

or
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The opinion page is a space for membersof the community to discuss issues
relevant to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page
belong only to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions
of the Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a memberof the Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The
Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed
by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Collegian prints as many
E-m-

ail

427-533-

8,

.

.

,

letters as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission.
The Coeiaalsowillconsiderpublishingletters which runconsiderablybeyond200
words. If such a letter meets the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the letter will be published as a guest column.
The Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.

Phil Hands

Senior helps Kenyon

100
BY MOLLY

WILLOW

Senior Staff Columnist
Every month for the past four
years my dad has shelled out
money to Kenyon. Last week he
called and left a message celebrating having written his last (very
colorful word) check. This should
be the end of it. But, because
Kenyon is like the Oliver Twist of
liberal arts colleges "please, sir,
can we have some more?" this
is only the beginning.
And it does not stop with my
father. Kenyon has found out
where my 91 year old grandmother
g
lives and began
her
towards coughing up dough for the
kitty. This is a woman who has not
had an income for the last 30 years.
She raised two children, got them
through college, and helped them
get started on their own lives. She
has paid her dues. I was insulted
to find out Kenyon had asked her
for money. I was even more offended when I found out she had
given it.
But it continues. At Kenyon
we have a program whose slogan
is: "get 'em while they're young;
sap 'em dry." (Or if it's not, it
should be.) I am, of course, referring to "100 Senior," a plan that
aims to get every graduating senior
to agree to contribute to the
Kenyon fund within a year or two
after graduation. Never mind the
fact that most of don't know where
we'll get the money for our dryer
sheets next year (refer to last
week's column), Papa needs a
brand new science facility.
I remember when all the signs
began popping up around campus
my freshman year with just the
words: "100 Senior." I thought
it was some sort of upperclass
pride. Nobody bothered to explain
the phenomenon to the other
.classes. To me it seemed ominous
and
began to worry they might
guilt-trippin-

1

'As graduates of Kenyon College we do have
a certain duty to work to preserve its good

standing,'
come for me. Then I found out they
would.
I couldn't believe that they
thought that after paying $ 120,000
over four years we would have
even a nickel left, especially because most people have loans that
kick in right after we're kicked out.
Beyond being impractical this also
seemed like a "kick 'em while
they're down" tactic. I vowed that
if I could I would be the one holdout to muck up the whole works
when my time came.
So last week when my next
door neighbor came around askSenior
ing me to sign her 100
pledge form I thought about it for
about 3 seconds. Then I signed up.
While my dad may be free
from his debt to Kenyon, mine is
just beginning. And the debt is not
just a monetary one. As graduates
of Kenyon College we do have a
certain duty to work to preserve its
good standing. If our relationship
to Kenyon ends when we receive
our diplomas then those pieces of
paper are no longer worth the hundred grand we paid for them. The
school's graduates are only worth
as much as its current class. Trying to explain to employers that
"yeah, but it was better when I was
there" just won't cut it. If we don't
ensure that Kenyon's name is a
good one will give it a second
thought. And since money talks in
this world, if we want Kenyon to
remain verbose, we have to pony
up.

Kenyon has long been hindered by its lack of financial resources. While it's true we are getting new sciences facilities and the
new music building is outstanding,
we still need more dorms, more

a student center, and
there's no way we pay our professors enough for living out here
with only students and corn. With
more money we could afford to
offer more scholarships and perhaps achieve a little of that diversity we all keep reading so much
about. If each Kenyon student is
expected to cough up 30 grand
yearly on their own then the only
campus diversity is going to be
between who's got a Mercedes and
who's got a Beemer.
I believe Kenyon is already
on the right track to
We do quite well with the
limited resources we have.
Denison is fairly comparable to
Kenyon, yet they have a hell of a
lot bigger endowment. But
Kenyon is consistently ranked
higher. Even though having less
money means we don't have a
Taco Bell in our cafeteria and our
French classes don't get to fly up
to .Montreal to see shows and stay
at nice hotels (I know someone
who did this I hate him), we still
manage to whup their butt in academic standings. So we have a
good start.
If OSU can achieve their endowment goal of 1 billion dollars,
I'm sure our piddly little hundred
million is
The amounts
100
Senior requests are really
very reasonable.. If we all gave the
money we spend on beer and pizza
in one week to this campaign we
would probably give OSU a run for
their money. In much the same way
our parents have poured money
down the
of our education
in hopes that it will pay off, it has
now come back on us. In this case
the buck should truly stop here.

parking,

self-improveme-

do-abl- e.

rat-ho- le

nt.
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Remember principles when 100
BY GRANT SCHULERT
Editor in Chief
have a hard time convincing
people who don't go to Kenyon that
100
Senior actually exists. For
here's
those of you
how it works: the College recruits
ten really popular people, who grab
a couple dozen other popular people,
and they fan out across the class.
With our final tuition checks barely
cleared, their mission is to get all of
the class to pledge to give Kenyon
more money.
I'm overwhelmingly in the minority by saying I have a major prob- -'
lem with this. Higher education ton
dollar a year
day is a
business, and is growing at a strong
rate. What we've done over the last
four years is buy a product, a
$120,000 education. Was it a good
investment? Probably. Would I buy
it over again? Definitely. However,
I

non-Senio-

rs,

multi-billio-

I'm not sure I'm ready to give a tip.
The 100 Senior crew has the
perfect retort for when someone
speaks up and says "My family just
gave $100,000. I'm not giving
now." Don't worry, they say. We
only want a few dollars. It's not the
money, it's the principle of giving.
That is precisely why I decided
not to pledge. My small donation
isn't going to give my favorite professor a raise, rebuild a dorm or
make sure the Collegian has funding after I'm gone. The gift is so the
College can say I support it so much
I pledged before I made a single
dollar in the "real world". The crux
here is that I don't.
A lot of people have problems
with how things are done on this
campus! Take your pick of issues,
from big public ones to your own
private beef. I won't go into my own
here they're personal, and go beyond what I hope to say here, What

The Kenyon Collegian
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Senior comes knocking

'What we've done is buy a $120,000

cent of last years class pledged
money. Kenyon's rating this year:
down one point. There is no mythical connection. Your pledge is not
what's holding Kenyon back.
That being said, the 100 Senior folks are right: when we give
today, it isn't for the money, it is
about principle. I say then, if you are
upset, unhappy or just plain angry,
make a statement by not giving.
There will be a point in the future
when some' of us could make a gift,
be it of time, publicity or money,
which will be something this college
really needs. But now is not that
time. We are supposed to toss them
a few bucks so they can say how
happy 98 percent of the class was.
It is difficult to stand up and say
"I'm not happy with this," especially
in this overwhelming display of peer
pressure. But this is entirely about
principles, and we are far too young
to lose sight of those.

educa-

tion. Was it a good, investment? Probably.
Would I buy it over again? Definitely. However, I'm not sure I'm ready to give a tip.'
I would like to do is examine the
senior class' little pyramid scheme,
and say to any other disgruntled
souls that they won't be the only one
not giving.
What strikes me most about my
situation is not having to explain
myself to tons of people enthusiastic about donating. Most people it
seems aren't excited about giving,
feet a little uneasy about it, but turn
their cards in anyway.
It troubles me to hear seniors,
people I've spent four years with,
whom I think are bright and interesting people, rationalize giving to
100 Senior. They tell me that they
are upset with Kenyon, they are an

gry at administration policies, with
how people or groups are favored,
or even with how the 100 Senior
campaign itself is run.
But then those seniors say they
gave anyway, and I should too. It's
important, Kenyon needs our help.
It's our duty, and will boost our
rankings, and that will make our
degree worth more.
First off, those reasons just
don't hold water. Five or ten years
from now, it won't matter a bit
whether you went to what then
could be the 20 liberal arts college
or the 30. Does it matter for us
right now? Yes, but your pledge
won't change that. About 98 per

Bigotry and harassment make Kenyon unsafe for gays students
don't know about you, but I
safe at Kenyon. I walked
down Middle Path with confiI

felt

dence. Confidence that I belonged
here. Confidence that I was sur-

rounded by people who did not
want to hate me because of who I
am. Confidence that the intelligent
people outnumbered and were
more powerful than the ignorant
ones and that ignorance and hate
could be kept in check.
But Kenyon students have
shown me I was naive.
In the past month, there have
been 11 instances of verbal
harrassmen, discrimination and
vandalism brought to my attention.
They are not stories that will ever
be public knowledge: There will
be no subcommittee formed to discuss and revise Kenyon policies
based on these incidents. It isn't
Kenyon's policies that need to be
changed, it is Kenyon's students.
Because on my safe campus, bigotry against gay people is still socially acceptable.
You will not see mobs of angry students protesting because of
these incidents. The only time I've
witnessed mobs of students here
is outside my window in Old.
Kenyon, and they weren't angry,
they were drunk and calling each
other "faggot" and "homo." This

happened over the weekend, and
I wish I could say it's the first time
I've heard these words shouted on
this campus.
A month ago, on February
1st, to be exact, I was incredibly
stressed out. Candace Gingrich
was coming to speak, and months
of preparation were culminating
and taking their toll. So, grabbing
a small lunch and hurrying through
the Great Hall to eat it in the basement of Peirce, I passed a table of
five or six men, and as I walked by,
two or three of them began chanting "fag" at me. Of course it wasn't
loud enough for the entire hall to
hear, and of course I didn't confront
them. I say "of course" because if
you were having hateful slurs
hurled at you in the middle of the
Great Hall, amidst a roomful of

seemingly

apathetic people,

would you have the guts to turn
around and confront those six
men? Maybe. But I didn't.
Nor did I have the guts to file
a formal discrimination charge
against them. In fact, most people
don't. Would you have the guts to
formally accuse people of bigotry
against you because of your sexual
orientation? Would you be able to
stand up against people who put
homophobic signs in your hall?
Would you have the guts, if in the

middle of the Great Hall (which
is supposed to be the one place on
campus which best represents the
spirit of Kenyon), someone called
you a "butch dyke" loudly enough
that everyone at your table heard?
These happened, and no charges

were filed, because the people
who experience it are scared.

Kenyon
community's recent recognition of
problems concerning sexual asto

the

sault and harassment, the brothers
of the Beta Alpha (Kenyon) chapter of Beta Theta Pi would like to
make our position on such policies publicly known. We feel that,
as members of the Kenyon community, our contribution would be
a strictly positive one, and there-

fore we feel this should be reflected in our policies and our actions. The brothers of Beta Theta
Pi will not tolerate sexual assault

or sexual harassment within our
Fraternity. In particular, any member of Beta Theta Pi convicted of
sexual assault will be immediately

expelled from the Beta Alpha
chapter. Furthermore, we are enpolicy on
forcing a
any form of sexual misconduct at
all Beta Theta Pi functions. Should
any person ever feel uncomfortevent, we
able at a
ask that you immediately notify a
designated member of the Fraternity in order to address the
zero-toleran-

Beta-sponsor-

ed

ce

away with it. There is safety, confidence and power in numbers. But
we have the numbers now.
We're tired of being scared.
Now we're angry.

shouted "nigger" across south
quad, Kenyon would be in an uproar. Yet "faggot" doesn't even
cause a moment's pause. Maybe
because you only harrass us when

Eric Harberson '01
and Ann Palcisco '01,
ALSO

,

Co-Preside-

nts

Student criticizes new webpage
Sometime during the course of
the last week, www.kenyon.edu received a facelift. As one of the "patients" affected by this facelift, I
would like to ask whatever surgeon
is responsible for this travesty for my
old face back.
When I emailed Ms. Monique
Jones, assistant director of publications for electronic media, she told
me that this opinion did not tally
with the "many design professionals who were involved in all aspects
of the site's creation". As a web designer in training, I can tell you that
the first lesson of website design is
that a site should be both an information resource and a marketing
tool; whereas the new site may serve
the former purpose, it fails miserably
in the latter. Where the old site maintained a level of elegance that personified Kenyon, the new site is just
plain ugly. The fonts on the

Betas state new sexual assault policy
Due

we're alone you think you'll get

They are scared of you.
But don't think that's going
to stop us from putting an end to
your blatant bigotry. If someone

Kenyon has opened its eyes
to the realities of sexual assault
and sexual harassment in our
community. The Beta Alpha chapter truly commends and supports
all of the time and energy that has
been devoted to this issue by so
many organizations and individuals. We hope that this will be the
first of many steps taken by Beta
Theta Pi to help ensure safety and
comfort at Kenyon.
The Brothers of Beta Alpha,
Beta Theta Pi

frontpage are hideous, the red dots
clash horribly with the Kenyon
purple, there is no Kenyon shield
ANYWHERE on the site, and, quite
frankly, the design and execution of
this new site is so abysmally amateurish that it makes me ashamed
to attend this school. The new site
makes Kenyon look like a cheap
community college; a school of our
caliber deserves a website along the

lines

of

www.yale.edu

or

www.osu.edu.
Mrs. Jones' response went on
to say, "The old Kenyon web site,
though functional and familiar, was
over 4 years old and made use of
web techniques also 4 years old.
The new site makes use of dynamically generated pages using PHP,
MySQL databases, and other new
techniques which provide a powerful back-en- d
for the new design
'look'." While I agree that a website
is considerably faster and easier to
maintain when utilizing PHP,
MySQL, DHTML and all of the
other related toys, that does not
change the fact that unless a good
design aesthetic is implemented, it
makes the final product far from a
joy to behold. Considering that the
percentage of prospective Kenyon

students

who

will

visit

or
www.kenyon.edu that know
about SQL or DHTML will
care

probably be near around 10 percent,
the percentage that will care about
how the website experience visually
affects them, consciously or unconsciously, is near 100 percent.
What has clearly happened
here is that "many design professionals" were consulted who had
considerable talent in coding skills,
but disregarded the importance of
visual aesthetics. Although I am still
learning how to create database-generate- d
sites, I already know
tell
to
you that the two are
enough
far from mutually incompatible. In
short, abandoning good design for
whizbang technology is always a
mistake.
Finally, Mrs. Jones informed
me that "students of the College,
particularly seniors, may feel a very
personal attachment to the 'face' of
Kenyon on the web". This is not a
case of a "personal attachment" to
the old site, it is a case of the old
site's visual aesthetic being superior
to the new. Everyone I have spoken with concerning the new site
upperclassmen and underclassmen
are in consensus: the new site
sucks.

Please reinstate the old
www.kenyon.edu, or redesign the
new www.kenyon.edu, as soon as
possible.
Geoffrey Long '00

let, us hearyouf

,
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Pagels lecture leaves questions
Last Thursday, to a packed
at Higley Auditorium,
spoke on
Elaine
Pagels
"Millennial Reflections on the
Nature of Evil." The considerable
publicity of the event, the lofty
subject matter, and the impressive
credentials of the speaker, had led
me to high expectations. In part,
Pagels lived up to her star billing.
She showed considerable enthusiasm for her own ideas, and clearly
demonstrated a flair for communicating to her audience. But
where I had hoped to find intellectual courage and sophistication,
I was disappointed. Pagels, the
Harrington Spear Paine Professor
of Religion at Princeton, offered,
in what she dubbed a "social history of Satan", what I felt was a
methodologically trite, historicist
and politicized polemic that failed
to confront the subtlety of Christian conceptions of Satan and of
evil namely, the fundamental
question, obtaining in these Christian moral concepts, of personal
responsibility.
For Pagels, the Early Christian Satan was an embodiment not
of moral, but political realities:
Satan was invented by certain Jewish groups who, around the time
of Christ, tended to stigmatize rival Jewish factions as "demonic
others". Born of this tendency to
stigmatize, Pagels argues, the
Christian Satan has been employed
by Christians ever since to represent those peoples and cultures different from them as "demonically
other". While Christians are not
alone in their practice of intolerance, Christians nevertheless have
added fuel to those fires by presenting Satan (read "Difference")
in moral terms. For Pagels, the
Christian abhorrence of Satan is a
Christian hatred of all racial, political, a cultural difference itself.
Pagels said she was "shocked to
find that Christians actually read
their own lives" into the stories of
Satan in the Gospels.
I would be shocked too, if I
read my own life into an interpretation of Christian morality as simplistic as that offered by Pagels.
The methodology of her analysis,
based on an opposition between a
"self "and an excoriated "other,"
is virtually boiler-plat- e
in humanistic academia today, a much simStructuralplified, American-styl- e
ism according to which evil is
nothing more than a chimera, a
perverse fantasy of the politically
intolerant mind that nicely vanishes through the categorical imposition of a politicized tolerance
that recognizes all difference
including moral difference - to be
nothing more than political construct.
Some objections came immediately to mind. How would, for
example, Pagels account for Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles Manson or
other serial killers who act alone,
au-dien-

by Michael Mitchell

ce

'Why, furthermore, does Pagels assume that
the Christian Satan is a person at all, correlated literally with individuals or groups?'
with no explicit political intention
or bias, some of whom have
claimed to be compelled not by
others buy by maleficent forces
within themselves? Theories of
"internalized politics" in such persons become strained.
These particular cases touch
on a larger point. Throughout her
lecture, Pagels completely disregarded the Christian emphasis on
the individual as the primary
agency of evil, and on the fundamental importance of moral
to Christian doctrine. It
was as though Professor Pagels
was completely blind to the possibility of ethical
She would seem to assume that a
religion of moral difference is inevitably a
one; that,
in their reading of the Gospels,
Christian invariably identif themselves exclusively with Christ and
with divine good, and not also
evil. Why must, for Pagels, the
Christian Satan always represent
someone else"? The responsible
Christian is not a
l,
reader who sees
but a
aspects of him or herself represented by Satan as well as by
Christ in the Gospel narratives, an
empathetic reader for whom the
outward text sustains and promotes a consciousness of a continual dialectic between good and
evil occurring within him- - or herself.
Why, furthermore, does
Pagels assume that the Christian
Satan is a person at all, correlated
self-criticis-

m

self-criticis- m.

self-righteo-

us

self-righteou-

s,,

self-critica-

literally with individuals or
groups? When Jesus casts out demons, he drives out no the person,
but the evil spirits that "possess"
that individual from within (Mat
8:16, Luke 8:30, Mark 1:25 and
1:32). In Christian belief, Christian Satan is not simplistically
identified with the entire person,
but rather is associated with demonic agents of evil that inhabit
the soul. The proper Christian life
is not a projectionist, irresponsible
split between Us vs. Them, but
quite the opposite, an internal
struggle between morally differentiated principles of good and
evil from which all subsequent
outward action - including political action - proceeds. The heightened subjectivity we see in literary personages from Augustine to
Hamlet is by no coincidence expressed in Christian vocabulary.
The perception, in these characters, of contending cosmological
forces within the individual consciousness and soul surpasses, in
intensity of critical introspection,
the
portrayed ci- self-reflectio-

ns

ther in Greek tragedy or in the Roman rhetorical schools, and enables, at least as cultural raw in-

gredients, the tradition of
soliloquia ("talking with oneself)
that animates the literature of the
West. Although I am not a devout
Christian, I recognize that Christianity offers an opportunity for

constructive, responsible
that is neither simple

mm

self-criticis- m

self-hatre-

d

but a

nor self-lov- e

con-tinu-

al

consciousness of ethical
and
choice that is active,-wilfu- l,
intensely alive. Numerous political injustices have been done in
the name of Christianity, particularly of the literal, politicized kind
that Pagels chose to discuss. Indeed, there is indeed in historical
studies of Christian doctrine. But
for Pagels to imply, through being "shocked" at the Christian attempt toward an empathetic reading of the gospels, that there is
nothing more to Christianity than
a tendency among certain of its
practitioners to politically stigma- tize and oppress others, belies her
inability of her unwillingness to
asacknowledge the
pect of Christian morality, and
belies, under her prestigious academic credentials, an unremarkable talent for the study of religion.
self-critic- al

Ben Weaver

Jim stood stunned end baffled at the fact that someone who
he met at a party last night had Just said "Hi" to him.

Student finds OGS office
not very
"self-sufficie-nf

Thursday was a big day last
week as a lot of sophomores
waited to hear if they had been
approved for study abroad next
year. After not being able to find
my letter at the Print Shop, I
wal ced down to good old Acland
Hot. se and asked what the deal
was Since the power had blown
on campus earlier in the day, OCS
was unable to get the "last batch"
of applications out to us. Eventually I just called the office and
found out later in the day. They
promised the letters would be out
Friday. Well, it's Sunday as I write
this and still no letter. OCS should
have held the letters until all were
.

finished so they don't make some
people feel like second class citizens. I just find it a scream that
the OCS office requires students
to be so prompt in meeting their
deadlines for the "Kenyon Application" when they can't meet any
deadlines themselves. Talk about
procrastination; why wait to print
the letters the day they are supposed to be sent out? I think its
time for OCS to take one of its
own applications and fill out a
"Are you
self-evaluati-

self-sufficien-

on.

t?"

I was approved, so this
sour
grapes.
isn't
Tim McAndrew '02

P.S.

Have you streaked
down Middle Path

today?
From Old Kenyon to Bexley,
whatever happens day or night, the
Collegian will expose you to Kenyon
and all its colorful characters.

The Kenyon
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Life imitates art for seniors Kelley and Saltman
Thesis production of A Life in the Theatre
BY POPPY FRY

Senior StafFWriter
In a striking example

of life
imitating art (or perhaps vice
versa), drama majors Jared
Saltman and Rachel Kelley will
present as their senior thesis A Life
in the Theatre by David Mamet.
The production, the title of which
reflects not only its subject matter
but also the experiences of its actors and director, may be seen on
Thursday, March 23 and Saturday,
March 25 in the Hill Theatre. Both
performances will begin at 8 p.m.
Kelley directs Saltman and
sophomore Serge Burbank in
Mamet's insightful
play about the rise and fall of actors' fortunes. Although obviously
familiar with the theater and its
demands, both Kelley and Saltman
admit their thesis has presented "a
definite challenge." Since the play
takes place in a professional
reperatory company, some of the
issues it addresses cannot be replicated in a college environment.
two-charact-

er

experience of professional
theater embodied in Mamet's

The

script, says Saltman, is "totally different from being a student of the
theater; for these people it's their
lives, their livelihoods." All those

What: A Life in the
Theatre

'

5 ,

When: Thurs., Mar. 23
& Sat., Mar. 25
p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
8

involved in the production have
worked hard to bring a sense of
realism and an understanding of
the theatrical profession to the
piece.
In spite of the difficulties in
bridging the gap between college
and professional theater, Kelley
and her cast admit to finding
plenty about the show which re-

lates

to their

experiences.

Burbank, who plays the young and
ambitious actor John, says he identifies with his character's relationship with Robert, the aging actor
portrayed by Saltman. Says
Burbank, "I sort of understand
what he's going through. When
you're first starting out, you have
these 'drama gods,' but as you
spend time with them and get to
know them, you find out they're not
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perfect." Kelley concurs and suggests that, while the play has special relevance for those involved in
theater, its themes are accessible to
all.
In addition to their own experiences in the theater, the cast and

crew have called upon the experience of Professor of Drama Tom
Turgeon. Turgeon played Robert
in Kenyon's September 1988 production of A Life in the Theatre.
According to Kelley, his suggestions have helped clarify the script

and inspire the cast. "We can go in
and say, this is something we're getting stuck on," says Kelley, "and
he'll say, this is how we dealt with
that. It helps us get the wheels turning to come up with our own solutions."
Kelley's production team, including Production Stage Manager
Annika Pfaender '00 and Assistant
Stage Managers Lisa Sakai '03 and
Anna Hargrave '02, has worked
hard to create the environment of a
theater within a theater. Using lieht- -

...

..

.-

-

Eddy Eckart

Serge Burbank '02 and Jared Saltman '00 during a rehearsal of Life.

ing and a minimalist set, they have
ealt with the problem of portraying what happens "offstage" on
stage and with the multiple "performance" scenes within the script.
a
The results offer play-goechance to glimpse behind the scenes
and into the lives of those who make
acting their profession. Saltman
and Kelley may feel like they have
spent a lifetime in the theater, but
to understands Life in the Theatre,
audiences need only spend one
nieht there.
rs

Senior as Satan in thesis production of Mamet play
Ben Hawk wrestles with layered Devil character in Bobby Gould in Hell to be performed in Hill Theater
BY ERIC HARBERSON

A&cE

Editor

As part of the unusually
high number of drama senior
thesis productions this year, Ben
Hawk '00 will present his thesis, Bobby Gould in Hell by
David Mamet, on Friday, Mar.
24 and Sunday, Mar. 26 at 8 p.m.
Because of the high number of
drama theses this year, the play
will be performed in tandem
with A Life in the Theatre, also

by Mamet.

The play is about the
tempation of Bobby Gould,
played by Matt Robinson '00 as
he undergoes the trials of hell.
Interestingly, Hawk, who is acting in the thesis, is not playing
the title character. Instead, he
takes on the role of the Interrogator, who is meant to be very
much a Satan figure, though not
as he is typically portrayed.
Said Hawk, "The play uses
more of a Hebrew Bible inter

pretation of Satan. In the book
of Job, he was one of God's minions who tested the faith of
God's subjects. He wasn't a bad
guy, it was just a role he filled."
Finding the layers in the
character of the Interrogator is
Hawk's project with this thesis.
Though he's nearly sympathetic,
according to Hawk, the Interrogator "has fun watching people
squirm."
The rest of the cast, Ben
Hahn '02 and Ibby Reilly '02,
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Matt Robinson '00, Ibby Reilly '02, Ben Hahn '02, and Ben Hawk '00 during
of Bobby Gould..

a

run-throu-

gh

Eddy Eckart

'The play uses more of a Hebrew Bible interpretation of Satan.. .He wasn't a bad guy, it
was just a role he filled.'
Ben Hawk '00
are minions of the Interrogator.
Hahn plays his assistant, and
Reilly is a woman with whom
the Interrogator tempts Gould.
"There are Biblical undertones
of the woman as temptress," explained Rory Mitchell '01, director of the show".
"Basically, in this play,"
added production stage manager
Jen Hammond '01, "women are
the root of all evil."
Reilly agreed: "My character is a raving bitch."
The cast and crew have been
working on the show non-sto- p
since auditions three weeks ago.
Said Reilly, "The overall experience has been really intense
becuase of the severe time constraint, but a lot of fun at the
same time because we have such
a great cast and crew."
The sharing of the Hill Theatre has also been a challenge.
The two casts and crews alternate rehearsal dates and times,
and their tech week, which will
be the week after spring break,
is going to be a balancing act
between the shows. Fortunately,
the set of A Life in the Theatre

is very minimal, so the crews
only have one full set between
the two plays. "We'll have to
strike the set every day," said
Hammond, "but the experience
has definitely been worth it."
As Hawk said, "The play's

damn funny." The challenge
appears to have been the translation of Mamet's humor from
script to stage. Said Reilly,
"I'd say the hardest part is taking that subtle humor and doing it adequate justice." With
only three weeks of rehearsal
under their belts and one week
of tech left, the cast and crew
seem ready to do just that.

iil'WoK ((jo'
What: Bobby Gould
in Hell
When: Fri., Mar. 24 &
Sun., Mar. 26,
p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
8
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Second City comedy troupe to perform in Rosse
Kenyon Social Board brings
BY ANN RASMUSSEN

Staff Writer
In case Spring Break reminds
you that in some places people
don't receive thirty allstus a day,

has
your friendly Social-Boargiven you something to make
coming back to Kenyon look a
d

little brighter-Seco- nd
City. This
comedy troupe will perform on
Wednesday, March 29th at 10 p.m.
in Rosse Hall. The performance
will last for two
acts,
possibly followed by a set of improvisation.
These performers are part of
a comedy tradition lasting forty
years. Second City Alumni in
forty-minu-

te

Chicago-base-

clude John Candy, Dan Akroyd,
Jim Belushi, Mike Myers and
other star comedians. Many,
members continue their careers
on Saturday Night Live. The
company was also the parent of
the popular series, SCTV, about a
fictional television station in

Melonville.

First-ye-

ar

Social

Board member Briana Betz says,
"It should be a great show. They
are hysterically funny."
The show will consist of
sketches interspersed with songs
and improvisation. One performance, lauded by Rob Thomas of
The Capital Times, featured an
musical tribute to an
audience member, Rob the ac
on-the-sp-

ot

comedy group as part of increased programming

d

professional musician and stage
countant. The sketches cover cur-rcmanager.
as
more
as
well
issues
political
The Kenyon Social Board has
culture
American
at
stabs
general
and society. Please note, however, tried to book Second City in the
fithat the content will be targeted at past, but have been unable to
nalize arrangements until this
mature audiences.
Hailing from Chicago (where year. For more information, check
else?), this venerable stage group out the Second City web site at
If you
has created a touring company to www.secondcity.com.
to be
it
takes
what
have
think you
celebrate their fortieth year of comconsider
City,
Second
a
of
part
edy, which began December 16,
sending in an application for Sec1999. The touring group is comond City Cleveland.
posed of six of the finest humorThe touring group is curists that the Social Board budget
filming a road movie about
rently
over
exclaim
can buy. Reviewers
of Louisiana, including
their
tour
in
rapthe skill of the performers
on
college life at Tulane,
segments
characters
between
idly shifting
University, and
State
Louisiana
breaks.
fewer
and
with few props
"Burly Bear
for
Look
Nichols.
a
includes
also
group
touring
The
ni

Presents Second City on the
Road" to be released soon.

Another upcoming Social
event is the Battle of the
on April 1 in Gund Comwhere campus bands face
play with moe. at Social
Board's largest event, Summer
Sendoff.

Board
Bands
mons,
off to

I;

won tuo'

What: Second City
When:Wed., Mar. 29
10 p.m.

Where: Rosse Hall

Owl Creek Revue
Weaver Cottage hosts concert fundraiser
BY TRACY MILLER

Staff Writer
It's been an active year for
the Owl Creeks, Kenyon's only

bers to the Owl Creeks this year,
McCammon and Emily Buck '03
have been in charge of planning
the Revue. "At this point it's

more
fun
than
hard,"
cappella group, McCammon said of the project.
with performances at cabarets, "It's certainly a lot of work, but
their December concert, and a it's going to be a. really great
all-fema-

f

a

le

tour of Washington, D.C., Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio over
winter break. The group's latest
project is the Owl Creek Revue,
a showcase of Kenyon musical
talent which will take place on
Friday from 8 to 11 p.m. This
year's Revue will be held in
Weaver Cottage, a change from
years past when it was held in

night."

K 1

Film Critic
Johnny Slecchino
Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

N
""""

screenplay. This film was Italy's
most successful film ever at the box
office. Come and see why. In Italian with English subtitles.

Mostro
film Johnny
Stecchino, Roberto Benigni plays
Dante, a
and the ultimate
loser, who comes across a beautiful
and rich woman named Maria
(Nicoletta Braschi) who wants to
hire him to travel with her mafioso
husband Johnny the Toothpick (also
played by Roberto Benigni). They

11

v.

1

Owl Creeks Katie Lillie '0 1 , Kaliis Smith '0 1 , Cleo Estrera '00, Kate Gross '0 1 , Emily Vanhook '0 E
Maggie Lukens '02, Emily Buck '03, Molly McCammon '02, Mia Clark '02.
the Company, and the Stairwells

perform.
The Revue is just one of sev- eral opportunities to hear the

Benigni in his truest element. He
ranks among the most gifted physical comedians: Charlie Chaplin,
Buster Keaton, Robin Williams,
Steve Martin.
Nicoletta
Braschi (Benigni's wife) and
Michael Blanc. In Italian with English subtitles.
Co-starri-

In the 1991

I

An annual fundraiser for the
group, the Revue will feature not
only the Owl Creeks themselves,
but the talents of many other
Kenyon students who have volunteered to sing or play instruments. "Lots of. campus musicians will be playing, such as
Chris Meyers '02, Rachel Leber
'00, Jeremy Hawkins '02, Alex

Gund Commons. Explained
Emily Van Hook '01, president O'Flinn '03, the Andalusian
of the Owl Creeks, "This way, String Quartet, and many oththe atmosphere will be more ers," said McCammon. "Also,
cozy. Gund Commons was too some of the Owl Creeks will be
big and impersonal."
singing individually, apart from
Added Molly McCammon
the group for a song or so." In
'02, "It'll be a great atmosphere addition, groups such as the
for performing." As new mem
Kokes, Chasers, Cornerstones,

BY JAMES SHERIDAN

1

Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

ng

bus-driv- er

all travel to a Sicillian villa and hilarity ensues. Maria has plans to get
rid of Dante while making it look

like she's getting rid of Johnny.
Hijinks ensue as mob members try
to rub each other out and the unsuspecting Dante gets caught up in the
middle of everything.
A dazzling display of the visual
and verbal energy of Roberto
Benigni, a tireless clown. Benigni
also directed and
the
co-wro-

te

Roberto Benigni and Michel
Filippi
Mostro, a 1994
film about mistaken identity and serial killers that remains mostly unseen
by American audiences. With the success of Life Is Beautiful,Il Mostro has
received more attention.
co-direc- ted

Loris (Roberto Benigni) a
troublesome gardener, finds himself
as the prime suspect in a manhunt for
a serial sex killer. Police become involved and Loris finds himself in increasingly complicated situations. A
woman detective follows him around,
trying to draw him into a crime but
Loris becomes increasingly confused.
Acomedy of the highest order,
Mostro showcases the impish

Life Is Beautiful
Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The 1997 film Life Is Beautiful is
Roberto Benigni's attempt at being
Charlie Chaplin. He pulls it off, for
the most part, although he definitely
toes the line between masterpiece and
an exercise in poor taste. Yet, he pulls
it off, masterfully I think and the film
is all the richer for the chances that it

takes.
Life Is Beautiful is a fable about
fascist Italy and a father's love for
his son. Basically two films, the first
half concerns itself with the clownish Guido's attempts to woo the

Eckart

Owl Creeks this spring. The
group has also been hard at work
on the final stages of a CD that
has been in production for the

past few years and will be
leased in the months to come. They
will then complete the year with a
concert in April.

beautiful

Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

Principessa Dora
(Nicoletta Braschi). The second
half occurs after Guido and Dora's
wedding and birth of their child.
The Nazis arrive and place the family in separate concentration camps.
In order to shield his son from the
dangers and horrors of the camp,
Guido explains it as a contest, a series of games and tasks that must
be completed so that the boy can
win the grand prize: a giant tank.
A haunting and morally complex film, Life Is Beautiful garnered
much critical acclaim and controversy upon its release. Its handling
of issues surrounding the Holocaust
is distinctly unique, and some
would say offensive. Benigni
earned a Best Actor Oscar for his
role and the film won Best Foreign
Film and Best Score. Written by
Vincenzo Cerami and Roberto
Benigni. In Italian with English
subtitles.
Cite des enfants perdus (The City
Of Lost Children)

re-w-

ill

The City Of Lost Children was
directed by Marc Caro and Jean-PierJeneut, the masterminds behind the incredible Delicatessen and
the abysmal Alien: Resurrection.
Krank (D. Emilfort) kidnaps
children and steals their dreams because he cannot dream. A whale
hunter named One (Ron Pearlman)
who goes off in search of his little
brother Denree (Joseph Lucien).
One tracks him down to Krank's
hideout on an offshore rig and tries
to rescue him. Visual splendor ensues as the directors go wild with
inventiveness and creativity. You're
not in Kansas anymore, Toto.
A dark, visionary film that resembles Brazil, Blade Runner and
Waterworld if they were all placed
in a blender, The City Of Lost Children must be seen to be believed..
Winner of the Golden Reel award
and a Cesar award for design. In
French with English subtitles.
re
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Crozier Center for Women hosts coffeehouse
Women's History Month,
celebration
of

In

Crozier expands monthly event, moves to Gund Commons

BY PAIGE BALDWIN

Senior StaffWriter

What: Crozier

Crozier Center for Women's
monthly coffeehouse will be held
in Gund Commons Lounge from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday,
March 25. The coffeehouse will
be held, in part, to celebrate
Women's History Month. Donations of $1 will contribute to the

Women's Festival of Music,
which Crozier will host in May.
Food and coffee from the Red
Door Cafe will be available.
This month's coffeehouse is
planned to be significantly larger
than those hosted by Crozier in

Coffeehouse

When: Sat., Mar. 25
9 p.m. -

1

a.m.

Where: Gund
Commons

.

the past months. Shayla Myers
'02, a member of the Crozier planning board and manager of Crozier, said, "The planning board has
hosted coffeehouses throughout
the year in Crozier, but we decided
to keep up the tradition started by

last year's board and host a large
coffeehouse in Gund Commons in

it that is fun and open to the whole
campus, and gives us a chance to

honor of Women's

recognize all of the amazing

History

Month."
Other events included in the
celebration of Women's History
Month are Common Hour discussions on the role of women in history and an extended edition of
the campus publication for
women including articles on many
issues revolving around women
and women's issues.
Said Myers, "Women's History Month is always hard for us
to celebrate since spring break cuts
into it. The coffeehouse and art
show is a way for us to celebrate

56,

women artists we have on campus.
The coffeehouses have been part
of our standard programming all
year, but we wanted to make it bigger in March for Women's History
Month."
Student performers at the coffeehouse will include Kaliis Smith
'01, Alysoun Johnston '02. In addition, Associate Professor of English Jennifer Clarvoe will read
her poetry. There are still spaces
open for any performers who are
interested in supporting Crozier
and the Women's History Month

celebrations. Anyone interested
in performing at the coffeehouse
should contact Amanda Loy '00
for information.
In addition to the performers,
an art show will be held in which
submissions by female artists will
be presented. "We wanted to keep
the art show as part of the coffeehouse because it's a great way to
showcase female artists on campus," said Myers. Submissions
are being collected now, and all
female artists are welcome to offer their work. To submit, contact Lis Gambino '02.

Chamber Singers perform 'home concert' in Rosse
Vocal group concludes national tour by bringing it homewith 'diverse' and and 'interesting' musical porgram
BY ERIC HARBERSON

AND

JESSICA ANDRUSS

Collegian Staff
The Kenyon College Chamber Singers will perform a concert on Saturday, March 25 in
Rosse Hall. Conducted by Benjamin Locke, the Chamber Singers consist of 52 students chosen
through audition at the beginning
of the year. The group has been
noted for their vocal style and
broad repetoire and will be on
tour the first week of spring
break.
The tour is an annual tradition for the Chamber Singers.

member Gina
Sorrentino '02 said, "When
you're touring, you're always
Second-yea-

r

learning something new ... by the
end, we're going to be really tired
... there's a lot more driving than
last year." This year's touring
schedule focuses on Texas and the

southern midwest, with concerts in
Kentucky and Arkansas; a warmer
schedule than last year's Minnesota-based
tour.
The Chamber Singers themselves have had time to warm up
as well. "At the beginning of the
year, we had a real crunch," commented Sorrentino, "We had to
sing for the trustees and memorize
our repetoire really fast." However, through the hard work of the
group's leaders, this tour is
founded on a semester of steady
preparation.
Seniors Aleta Katra and Dan
Bowles serve as Chamber Singer
According to singer
Josh Mason '00 "the
are really on top of things
this year." Tour manager Stephanie
TerMeer '02, equally instrumental in the expected success of the
tour, has planned thoroughly to
co-preside-

nts.

co-preside- nts

ensure its smooth execution.
"Stephanie has worked very hard

;u'

c

Vt

i

The Chamber Singers with Director Benjamin Locke.
it's supposed to imitate the sound
finding us places to sleep, finding
to
us places
sing," said singer of machines. And to do that, the
Debbie Benson '00, "She's been group uses tongues, fingers, feet
working on the tour since the end to make noises and accentuate this
effect."
of last year."
Mason preferred the Vulpius
Much attention has been
work. "Since the tour overlaps
poured into the musical program
as well. "Ben Locke made some with Lent, the group decided to
add some pieces. One of them is
interesting choices with the muthe Vulpius piece, which narrates
sic," said Sorrentino.
the story of the disciples weatherSaid Benson, "My personal
ing a storm with Jesus."
favorite is the Rechberger piece.
The group is eager to experi- It's not a normal, melodic music;

1

'nk
Eddy Eckart

ence new venues for their music,
but as Benson remarked, "the best
thing about this year has been the

opportunity to practice

Premiere
Theaters
M-T-

Sa-S-

u

h

Mar. 3 - 9
PG-1- 3

5:15, 7:15, 9:15

1:00,3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15
R

The Whole Nine Yards
F,

Concerto Palatino
As part of the Taylor concert
series, Concerto Palatino will play
in Rosse Hall on March 21 at 8 p.m.
This ensemble consists mainly of
two cornetti, three trombones and

However, the group frequently expands to perform with
large-scawind ensembles, vocal
choirs and other leading ensembles.
According to a press release,
Concert Palatino specializes in the
music of the "16th and 17th centuries, the sounds of cornetts and
trombones because it is ... both
an organ.

le

mw
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for their pioneering work in cham-

pioning
repertoire."

little-know-

n

but important

The Awakening
Records

The Awakening

Spring Forward Tour 2000 will
play at Kenyon March 22 at 8 p.m.
in Gund Commons. SF2K, which
will span 15 states, features four
acts totaling over three hours of
ac"top-she- lf
modern
cording to. a press release.
Touring artists include Dog
Named David, Ethan Pierse, Jusfolk-rock-

,"

tin Rosolino and Zoubek
iwm-m..-

u

n. m

:i.ii,Jun.iiJ.um.i.U8

&

Bryant. All have been featured on
various Awakening compilations,
and Birmingham Weekly called
Dog Named David the unofficial
"Best Band in Alabama."
The event, open to all, is free
to the Kenyon community. Tickets are $3 if bought ahead of time
and $5 at the door for all others.

Courtesy music department

nior Exercise in Art will open with
a reception on March 20, as four of
the 19 graduating studio art majors
present their work in the first of five
week-lon- g
exhibition periods in

Olin Art Gallery. Megan Lewis and
Sarah Reder will present photography, Julia Beynon will present a photography installation piece, and Amy
Crist will display a video installation project.

While the public is able to
enjoy a month of some of the most
recent and creative work of the
college's art department, the artists have been working diligently
on their projects for the entire year,
spending countless hours in the

studio

and meeting weekly

throughout the first semester in the
senior studio seminar largely to
critique each others' work.
The reception will take place
on Monday, March 20th at 7 p.m.
in the Olin Gallery, and the exhibition will stay up for one week
following.

5:20, 7:20, 9:20

1:20,3:20,5:20,7:20,9:20

Sa-S- u

splendidly luminous and hauntingly
vocal." Founding members of the
group, Bruce Dickey and Charles
Toet, have dedicated much of their
careers to reviving this largely forgotten style of music. In addition to
touring with the group each continues to teach and have an active performing career.
Since 1987, when Concerto
Palatino was founded, they have
achieved much critical acclaim.
Over the years they have been
praised for "the technical brilliance
and perfection of their playing and

Senior Art Exhibits
Concerto Palatino.

M-T-

R

Wonder Boys
F,

M-T-

."

Mt. Vernon

Hanging Up
F,

in-Storer-

h

5:00, 7:15, 9:30

12:30,2:45,5:00,7:15,9:30

Sa-S- u

PG

Snow Days
h
5:10, 7:10, 9:10
F,
M-T-

1:10,3:10,5:10,7:10,9:10

Sa-S- u

G

The Tigger Movie
F,

M-T-

Sa-S-

u

h

5:00, 7:00
1:00, 5:00, 7:00

PG

My Dog Skip
5:00, 7:00, 9:00
h
F,
M-T-

1:00,3:00,5:00,7:00,9:00

Sa-S- u

What Planet Are You From?
F,

M-T-

h

1:05,3:10,5:15,7:20,9:25

Sa-S- u

R

Reindeer Games
F,

M-T-

Sa-S-

u

R

5:15, 7:20, 9:25

h

9:00
2:50, 9:00

Adult $6;
Child under 12, $4;
Seniors, $4,
Matinees before 6 p.m. $4.
PHONE:

392-222-

0

The annual exhibitions for Se

J
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Film critic analyzes, predicts Oscar outcome
James Sheridan returns with closer examination and specific predictions of Academy Award winners
though criticized as being too dark,
h
American
Beauty has
Film Critic
acting, imaginative direction, and
On Sunday March 26,h at 8 powerful writing. It is a cinematic
p.m., the 72 Annual Academy masterpiece, drawing apt compariAwards will kick off with Billy
sons to both Ordinary People and
, Crystal as host and five distinctly
Sunset Boulevard. It is clearly the
American Best Pictures nominees:
film to beat. The Green Mile and
American Beauty cracks through
The Cider House Rules have outthe veneer of suburban American
side shots at winning, but given
to see what's bubbling underneath;
their cool receptions and lack of
The Cider House Rules is the story
critical support, I rule them out.
of an orphan, raising tough quesThe Insider, my favorite film of the
tions about abortion and incest;
year, launches a Bill Bradley-lik- e
The Green Mile concerns a campaign for Best Picture, having
closely-kn- it
community of Southalready garnered top awards. Yet
ern prison guards who deal with
The Insider suffers from its dense
an unusual, magical prisoner; The
subject matter and poor box office.
Insider examines the bond beThe other strong contender has to
tween Lowell Bergman, a probe The Sixth Sense, the surprise
ducer of 60 Minutes and tobacco
smash hit of the summer. If the
company whistle-blowe- r
Jeffrey
Academy decides to reward one of
Denzil Washington, star of The Hurricane, was nominated for Best Actor.
Wigand; The Sixth Sense hinges on
the highest grossing and most
a carefully concealed, haunted repopular films of
The Sixth
but, Mendes has crafted one of the Burnham. However, Washington
lationship between a doctor and a Sense could easily walk away with most insightful and raw films ever fires back with a knockout punch
small boy.
Best Picture.
made about American suburbia.
with his role as wrongly imprisHis direction was bold. A strong
oned boxer Rubin Carter in The
Best Picture
Best Director
contender could be Shyamalan,
Hurricane. Although the film has
American Beauty
Lasse Hallstrom,
who displayed a stunning cinbeen widely criticized for factual
The Cider House Rules
The Cider House Rules
ematic sleight of hand in The Sixth inconsistencies, no one can comThe Green Mile
Spike Jonze,
Sense, filming two different movplain about Washington's fierce
The Insider
Being John Malkovich
ies, and bringing most American
performance as Carter. Couple that
The Sixth Sense
Michael Mann, The Insider
audiences back to theaters a secwith the fact that The Hurricane is
James wants to win: The Insider
Sam Mendes, American Beauty
ond time. Mann could be reonly nominated in this category.
James thinks will win:
M. Night Shyamalan,
warded for moving a three hour
American Beauty
The Sixth Sense
long film along at breakneck
Best Actress
James wants and thinks will win:
speed. Hallstrom will not be reAnnette Bening, American Beauty
American Beauty leads the Sam Mendes, American Beauty
warded here for a commercially
Janet McTeer, Tumbleweeds
pack with eight nominations; it
unsuccessful and critically tepid Julianne Moore,
also leads the other Best Picture
Look for another American
film like The Cider House Rules.
The End of the Affair
nominees by a wide margin. Al
Beauty win here. In his film de- - A dark horse could be Jonze who
the Heart
Meryl Streep, Music
BY JAMES SHERIDAN

top-notc-

all-tim-

gn
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jumped from directing MTV productions like the Beastie Boys' infamous "Sabotage" video to the
audacious critical darling Being
John Malkovich. However, giving an Oscar to Jonze might be difficult for most conservative Academy voters. He may be a fresh
new talent, responsible for an outstanding debut film, but does he
have a chance at winning? Stick
vith Mendes and American
Beamy. A stage director with an
Oscar is much easier to stomach
than an MTV video director.
Best Actor
Russell Crowe, The Insider
Richard Farnsworth,
The Straight Story
Sean Penn, Sweet and Lowdown
Kevin Spacey, American Beauty
Denzel Washington,
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The Hurricane
James wants to win:

Kevin Spacey, American Beauty

James predicts will win:

13

--

V'ITA

Ireen Mile star Tom Hanks (on floor) was
not
.ominated for an Oscar.

Denzel Washington,
The

Wire Services

Hurricane

Crowe is fantastic in The Insider; it is one of the best parts of
an excellent film but he will not
vin and neither will Penn or
:arnsworth. They did not deliver
ic iconic performances that the
cademy loves. TheOscarcomes
lown to a slugfest between two
previous Best Supporting Actors.
Spacey defined American Beauty
with his
performance as disgruntled dad Lester
heart-wrenchi-

ng

of
Hilary Swank, Boys Don 't Cry
James wants and thinks will win:

Annette Bening, American Beauty
First, I will eliminate the unlikely winners. Streep will not win
because she has been better in other
films. McTeer starred in a widely
praised but ignored film, giving her
an outside chance at best. Moore
might garner support because of her
strong performances in other pictures this year. Voters will have to
decide between American Beauty's
Bening and Boys Don't Cry's
Swank. Now, Swank was amazing
in a widely praised film. She could
very possibly walk away with an
Oscar. Yet, I am drawn to Bening
because of the politics involved. On
a night when her husband Warren
Beatty will be receiving a Memorial
Award, many voters will be more
inclined to reward Bening who has
had a prestigious film career.
Swank's previous roles included
The Next Karate Kid and "Beverly
Hills 90210." Cynically, I think
that the Academy will not pass up
the chance to honor Bening for a
g
strong performance as the
housewife of Lester Burnam.
gun-totin-

Best Supporting Actress
Toni Collette, The Sixth Sense
Angelina Jolie, Girl, Interrupted
Catherine Keener,
Being John Malkovich .
Samantha Morton,
Sweet and Lowdown
Chloe Sevigny, Boys Don 't Cry

Wire Services

James wants to win:
Toni Collette, The Sixth Sense

James thinks will win: Samantha
Morton, Sweet and Lowdown
None of these actresses have been
nominated before and there is no
clear favorite. My intuition tells
me that Collette's quiet and unobtrusive performance was a huge
reason why The Sixth Sense worked
so well. However, I am inclined to
think that Morton will win for

Woody

Allen's Sweet and

Lowdown. Why? Well, Allen has
directed two previous Best Supporting Actress winners (Mira
Sorvino and Dianne Wiest ). His
films have strong critical support.
Never count out firecracker Jolie
or Keener. If Swank wins Best
Actress, Sevigny could win as well,
making it a BoysDon 't Cry sweep
of the Actress categories.
Best Supporting Actor
Michael Caine,
The Cider House Rules
Tom Cruise, Magnolia
Michael Clarke Duncan,
The Green Mile
JudeLaw, The Talented Mr. Ripley
Haley Joel Osment, The Sixth Sense
James wants and thinks will win:
Haley Joel Osment,
The Sixth Sense
Four words: I see dead people!
The young Osment will win the Oscar for his brilliant performance as
Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense. He
was the most integral part of that
amazing film. The only competition comes from Tom Cruise in
Magnolia. Cruise's performance
was publicly lauded; however, his
role was a cameo expanded into a
supporting role. Would the Academy prefer to reward Cruise for a
Best Actor role sometime in the future? Michael Clarke Duncan has
little chance of winning for The
Green Mile; his bulk and size was
the extent of his acting. Jude Law
or Michael Caine could win for their
roles as a European playboy or New
England abortionist, respectively,
but neither of their films was
warmly received. It will come down
to Osment and Cruise. You decide.
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Lecture Faith and the Intellectual

f

Life Series, Peirce Study, Common

Hour
Lecture: "Richard Wagner and Greek mythology," sponsored by
department of classics and Robert O. Fink Fund, presented by Heinz
Monday,
March 20
Wednesday,
March 22

Thursday,
March 23

Saturday

Hofmann. Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Worship: Purim Service, sponsored by Hillel. TBA, 6:30 p.m.
Reception: Studio Art Majors Exhibition, featuring Julia Beynon, Amy
Crist, and Megan Lewis. Olin Gallery, 7 p.m.
Lecture: "Spiritual Principles of Judaism," sponsored by Hillel, presented
by David Ariel. Ascension 220, 7 p.m.
Lecture: Michael Gazzangia, sponsored by Faculty Lectureships. Higley
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Lecture Satpan Sweatshop Speaking Tour, sponsored by Amnesty. Rosse
Hall, 730 p.m.
Visits Series:

Old Time Fiddling, sponsored by Rural Life Center. Peirce
Lounge, Common Hour
Lecture: "Herstory: Women in History," sponsored by Crazier Planning
Board. Crozier, Common Hour
Sat. March 25
Global Cafe, sponsored by Snowden Multicultural Center. Snowden, 4 p.m.
Sun. March 26
Lecture: "Butterfly Identification," sponsored by Brown Family
Environmental Center, presented by Jim Davidson. BFEC, 2 p.m.

Tuesday,
March 21
Wednesday,
March 22

by music department, part of
Hall,
8
Rosse
p.m.
the Taylor Concert Series.
Concert: The Awakening, sponsored by Christian Collective. Gund

Concert: Concerto Palatino, sponsored

Commons, 8 p.m.
Film: "Johnny Stecchino," sponsored by KFS. Higley Auditorium,
10:15 p.m.

Thursday,
23
Friday,

March 24

Saturday,
March 25

Drama: A Life PN the Theater, sponsored by Kenyon College
matic Club. Hill Theater, 8 p.m. (also playing Saturday)
Owl Creek Revue, Weaver Cottage, 8 p.m.
Drama: Bobby Gould in Hell, sponsored by Kenyon College Dramatic
Club. Hill Theater, 8 p.m. (also playing Sunday)
Film: "IlMostro," sponsored by KFS. Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Film: "Life Is Beautiful," sponsored by KFS. Higley Auditorium,
Dra-Mar-

ch

.

8 p.m.

Concert: Chamber Singers Spring Concert, sponsored by department
of music.

Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.

Crozier Coffeehouse and Art Show, sponsored by Crozier Planning
Board. Gund Commons, 9 p.m.

. Illusions of Eden: Visions of the American Heartland (through
April 30), Columbus Museum of Art, 480 East Broad St., Columbus
Columbus International Car Show, Greater Columbus Convention

Friday

Center, 400 N. High St., Columbus
Greater Columbus Antique Show and Sale, Lausche Building, Ohio
Expo Center

The 45's Get It Together
Ian Anderson The Secret Language ofBirds
AnGIEAparo The American
The Beatsteaks Launched
Sheeba Black Life Story
Camiron S.D.E.
Crowbar Equilibrium
Cupcakes Cupcakes
The Delta 72 000

The Dirty Three Whatever You Love, You Are
Disturbed The Sickness
Don Dixon The Invisible Man
The Dwarves Come Clean
Full Devil Jacket Full Devil Jacket
Giant Sand Chore of Enchantment
The GIMMICKS Honeymoon's Over
Great Big Sea Turn
John Hartford Live from Mountain Stage
Jon Jarvis Trio Hear No Evil
Jungle Brothers V.I. P.
The Mekons Journey to the End of the Night
Niacin Deep
Nickelback The State
Nitro Hustlin Plays

Phil Perry My Book of Love
The Persuasions Sunday Morning

Soul

Crown Royal
Shockmachine Shockmachine
Strangefolk A Great Long While
Run-D.M.-

C.

Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.

Frid; ay

Saturday

y
Lounge, 5157 Sinclair Rd., Columbus
Joyride,
Night Train, Brian Boru's, 647 N. High St., Columbus
Mardi Gras Party w 17th Floor, Ludlow's, 485 S. Front St.,
Columbus
Moonlight Drive, Newport Music Hall, 1722 N. High St.
Break-A-Wa-

finds himself on the verge of going back to prison for the'
3 Strikes An
third time.
Beyond THE Mat Documentary about the secrets of professional wrestling featuring
footage. Rated R.
Chain of Fools (Salma Hayek, Jeff Goldblum) A centerfold turned detective
searches for a collection of stolen priceless coins.
Drowning Mona (Danny DeVito, Bette Midler) All residents in a small town in
New York are under suspicion when a woman turns up dead. Rated PG-1The Next Best Thing (Madonna) After an intimate evening, a woman and her gay
friend discover they have conceived a child. Rated PG-1What Planet Are You From? (Gary Shandling, Annette Bening) After being sent
to Earth to impregnate women, an alien must try to return home. Rated R.
ex-conv- ict

behind-the-scen-

Menu for Friday
Carrot Soup

3.

CheddarOnionPotato Gratin
Green Salad
Butterscotch Brownie Sundaes
Cafe Chocolat
$5.00, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., 201 W. Brooklyn

Direct Comments

es

&

3.

Release Dates Courtesy of Columbus Entertainment.

Suggestions to DanGustafson at Gustafsondkenyon.edu

.
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Team Surge takes IM title

wrap-u- p

BY JESSICA ANDRUSS

A season of bad news, good news
BY JEREMY

is that although the Lords did post
a mere .200 winning percentage,
in their 20 losses they scored only

SUHR

Sports Editor

The bad news about the
Kenyon Lords Basketball team is
that they finished the season with
five wins and 19 losses. Includloss Wooster
ing the 100-5- 0
handed them in the first round of
the North Coast Athletic Conference tournament, they were
As Coach Jamie Harless
noted after the NCAC tournament
loss to Wooster, "Needless to say,
the game was a very disappointing end to a season in which we
made some great strides as a basketball team we have some accomplishments this year that they
have not had in several years, but
ended on a down note."
The good news is that the
Lords were a relatively young
team its leading scorer, Chad
Plotke is a sophomore, while its
second leading scorer, Nathan
Aldinger, is a junior and its fourth
leading scorer, Mike Payne, is a
5-2-

0.

As Plotke said, "We have
11 of 12 players returning and we
have a chance to do some good
things. Should everyone get in the
first-yea-

r.

weight room and make it their
number one priority this summer
good things could be in our future.
Experience always helps and a
couple of big wins early on in the
season could also do a tremendous
amount of good."
Furthermore, as Harless said,
"1 feel like we accomplished
some goals this year as a team.
We made the NCAC conference
tourney with a couple of big wins
in February, we won a conference
game on the road against a team
other than Oberlin, we won two
games in a row for the first time
since the 1995-9- 6 season, and we
beat a team with a winning record
for the first time in several years."
Another piece of good news

14.3 points less per game than
their opponents. And excluding
the lopsided loss to Wooster
ranked number three in the nation
and on a 34 game winning
streak the number is 12.42.
Which is to say that the Lords
weren't often blown out of games;
they were normally within striking distance. As Plotke noted, the
Lords often "have played well in
spurts ... but not through an entire game."
Perhaps some of that inconsistency came from being such a
young team, and this year's experience might help in cutting down
on the little mistakes and lapses that
can put a team back six or seven
points in a matter of moments,
which often seemed to happen to
Kenyon. An opponent might
outplay them over a minute or two
stretch often near the beginning
of a game or right after half-tim- e
and after recovering, the Lords
but
would play them
be
able
to
too
much
chip
wouldn't
away from the deficit.
point-for-poi- nt

Indeed, Harless commented,
"For the most part, I think that our
team could have been much better. We competed very well
against most teams but could not
pull out victories, and I think that
will come with some maturity in
our first year and sophomore players next season."
One bright note about the
Lords 100-5- 0 loss to Wooster was
that senior captain Dave Houston
led the team in scoring in his final
game for the Lords. As Harless
said, "I was proud and happy for
the way Dave Houston played this
year as our only senior."
Houston's tough inside presence,
rebounding tenacity and leadership were a valuable contribution

News Assistant

Last week the Intermural Basketball championships ended with the victory of Team Surge over Dickinson,
the only team to have" beaten them in
their impressive 1 season. The squad

to the team and will be missed.
However, in Payne, the Lords
may have a worthy successor to
Houston. Payne quickly became
a regular starter and a nifty, quick
inside post move to the basket supplied a steady six to 10 points a
game for the Lords. With some
more work, Payne could easily become an inside force, putting up
double digit points in the paint and
relieving pressure from outside
shooters like Plotke, point guard
Brian Porter '02 and Aldinger,
whose three point shooting accuracy frequently breathed life into
Kenyon's attack. David Symdra
'01 also showed signs of a strong
inside game and, despite only averaging around 17 minutes of playing time a game, was near the top
of the team in rebounds.
So with Payne and Smydra
down low, battling for rebounds
and muscling in points in the paint,
with Plotke roaming across the
court and scoring from all over
with perimeter jumpshots, points
in the post and

9--

of eight enthusiastic athletes are
captained by Levin O'Connor '01
who, since 1997, has rallied his team
around the goal of "fixing a lax level
of IM competition from the inside."
"This season was especially satisfying as it was far and away the most
talented IM field that we have faced
since I have been here at Kenyon,"
commented O'Connor, "So being able
to rise above that level of competition
was especially gratifying."
Team spokesman Jeroen Kniep

fast-brea-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
played the entire game without a

moment's rest, almost

Jake

Senior StafFWriter

The opening to this year's
women's lacrosse season is filled
with anticipation and excitement.
This year's starting lineup is markedly different from last year's,
which boasted seven seniors. More
than
of this year's team
has one year or less experience at
the collegiate level. Instead of relying on veteran leadership, the
Ladies will look to their youth to
guide them through this season's
challenging schedule.
Head Coach Robin Cash says
she'll look to Elissa David '00 and
E.J. Jordan '02 to anchor the offensive attack. Senior captains Anne
Crosby and Erika Prahl will be a
solid presence in the middle of the
field, both having excellent skills
on offense and defense. Also in the
two-thir-

ds

midfield position will be Shannon
Maroney '01, an explosive player
with the potential to score a lot of
goals, and Sara Woelkers '02, one
of the most fundamentally sound
players in the conference who also
has the potential to contribute a lot
of scoring.
Beginning her first season as
the starting goalkeeper will be Ruth
Crowell '02. Leading the defense
in front of Crowell will be Sara
Bumsted '01 and Liz Hicky '02.
The only question seems to be who
will play center. Maroney, Crosby,
and a freshman trio of Erin Maturo,
Gwen Ockenlaender and Whitney
Riepe all have the necessary skills
for the position, but the final decision of who will start the season will
be made during the team's preseason trip to Florida.
"At the moment, I don't feel
there's anyone who can step in and

y

nt

k

nt

ng

Greenspan

or

John

Campbell '03, to name a couple
more players who added quality
contributions this year.
While Harless' return to
Gambier as a coach he graduated from Kenyon cum laude in
English in 1995, and in 1994 led
the Lords to the team's most successful season in history wasn't
as successful as his days here as a
player, next season, with a maturing team of quality players, hopefully the Lords will return to their
winning ways.

eight-for-eig-

ht

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
outs.
l
Meanwhile the Lords' bats
seemed a little more lively in the
second game, led by Kipp Corbus
'01, who ripped a couple of base-hit- s
into the outfield and picked up
some RBIs. After posting five runs,
the Lords used their experience in
close games to cruise to victory and
boarded the bus with a 0 start.
The strong pitching performances can also be attributed to
veteran catcher Danny Hodgson
'01, who called exquisite games for
his pitchers.
In the second double-headof
the weekend trip, the Lords' pitching and defense could not carry
them past the Transylvania Pioneers. The Lords lost the first game
after putting forth a dismal hitting performance and wasting a
strong pitching performance by Josh
Schmidt '02. After taking a rest, the
Lords' bats seemed to wake up after the first lost and they got the
ground-bal-

be Ali," said Cash, referring to Ali
Lacavaro, who graduated last year
as the leading scorer in Kenyon

women's lacrosse history, "but

1

think we have some pretty good Ali
candidates."
The North Coast Athletic Conference looks to be much the same
as it was last year with OWU and
Denison the teams to beat.
Denison knocked the fourth-ranke- d
Ladies out of the conference
tournament last spring, but Cash insists that her team will prepare for
each team the same way and doesn't
do anything special to get psyched
for a team like Denison.
"We do what we do best," she
said. "I'm not big on playing up
other people because once you start
Top-seed-

doing that you forget why you're

ls

nity)."
He continued, "Another outstanding performance came from our
center and captain Levin O'Connor
'01 who tallied a season high (and
IM high) 11 blocks
probably
in the same game with his 6'7" frame.
Both Bryan Auchterlonie '01 and
Chris McKeon '03 provided timely
shooting, fierce defense, and strong rebounding throughout the entire season.
"KniepI brought a clutch offense as he I scored the final eight
points in the championship game, his
see IM, page 19
all-ti-

me

berth into the NCAA Division III

tournament.
"It was just a great atmosphere
and a great win," Dunmyer summarized. "After being picked to finish
sixth this season, we proved people
wrong ... and it was a very satisfying win."
Coach Suzanne Helfant, who
garnered her second NCAC championship in her five years at Kenyon,
added, "I had a lot of confidence in
our team ... and no team is more
deserving of a championship than
the 13 women on this squad. It is

important to note that this team
would not have succeeded had it not
been for a total team effort. It started
October 15, 1999, and has been the
underlying factor in all of our success," she said.
"These players play for each
other as well as with each other
and that has made all the difference," Helfant said. "Our leadership within the team has also
played a very large role. They are
a very special group and it has
been my and my assistant coach's
Matt Wilbur privilege and honor
to coach them."

Baseball: road games

Spring Preview: Newcomers abound
on youthful women's lacrosse team
BY RYAN DEPEW

single-handedl-

brought the Ladies back..
Dunmyer tossed in two more
baskets and added
deep three-poitwo free throws to reduce OWU's
with
advantage to one point, 44-4five minutes to go. Beth Lye '03
then put Kenyon ahead for good
play
after converting a three-poiat the 4:10 mark.
From that point on, the two
teams dug in for a defensive battle
and neither team recorded another
field goal, as the close defending
produced a swarm of fouls. As
Dunmyer recalled, "I think with a
little over two minutes left, we just
knew that we were going to win. We
knew they had to foul and we were
confident that we would make the
free throws."
Down the stretch Dunmyer
from the line,
went
while Comely sank all four of her
foul shots and Erin O'Neill '02
added another crucial free throw.
Staying calm and collected, the Ladies hung on for an exciting 57-5- 1
victory and earned an automatic

dunks and with Aldinger
and Porter adding outside threats
abilities,
and good
the Lords look as though they
ought to be able to put a strong
bunch of players on the court.
And that's not to mention
sophomores Brandon Lute and
ball-handli-

semi-fina-

Ladies: NCAC champs

3,

crowd-rousin- g

'01 provided the following report:
"The season high scoring performance came from our power forward
Llewellyn Jones '01 who scored 26
against team
points in the
Mellino (of the Beta Theta Pi frater-

ed

a team."

The Ladies' home opener is
Friday, March 24 against Frostburg
State University at 4:30 p.m.

2--

er

5-- 0,

jump on Transylvania, taking a lead
into the fifth inning.
That's when the wheels began
to fall off. After starting pitcher Carl
Weber '02 was pulled, the Lords
proceeded to forget the defense that
carried them so far and threw the
ball all around the field. Errors and
bad decision plagued the Lords as
the Pioneers gained the lead and
began to pull away, winning 10-Overall, the Lords' trip to Kentucky was a productive weekend,
highlighted by some great performances but also marked by a realization that the Lords' hitting needs
to catch up with the defense and
pitching before the beginning of the
conference season.
"The team is really enjoying
5.

themselves this season," said
Hodgson. "We have a great attitude and the good weather has reminded us daily why we play
baseball and why Walt Whitman
considered it America's greatest
pastime."
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Track hitting full stride as conference meet nears
Women gear up as
times drop; records
come into sight

Lords will look for 'game day' faces

It

BYROBPASSMORE
StaffWriter

Sarah Hall '00 is fast. There was
no doubting this fact after her near
g
ti me in the 400m race
at Friday's Last Chance meet. Laura
Shults '00 and Gelsey Lynn '00 also
scored impressive wins at Denison's
track, as the team used the meet to tune
up and psyche up for this week's North
Coast Athletic Conference meet.
Normally used in the 4x400m
relay, Hall gave the open 400m run a
try for the first time this week, with
outstanding results. "One of the best
400 runners in the NCAC" said Head
Coach Duane Gomez after she flew
across the line in 1 :02.7.The time was
a PR and within spitting distance of
the Kenyon indoor record, 1:02.1 set
several years ago by Rani Woodard
'93. "It was pretty tiring but I was
pleased with my performance," said
Hall, "and am looking forward to.
competing in the event at outdoor
record-breakin-

meets." Fellow sprinter Melanie
Blakeslee '00 said, "Sarah Hall ran
an amazing 400. Her kick at the end
was phenomenal!"
In Shults, Kenyon also has the
best 1500m runner in the NCAC, and
she proved it yet again. Shults broke
away from the pack to win with a time
of 4:55. Shults finished a full four seconds ahead of the next competitor and
edged into the number one spot in the
NCAC by just a second. "She really

was 'feeling the burn,'" said

i

' s '

prove as time goes by. This week
yielded another personal record, as she
bested her old mark by 10 seconds.
Off the field, the leaping Ladies
continued their consistent returns with
both high jumpers placing. Ansley
Scott '02 placed third in the meet,
jumping a height of 4' 10". Sayako
Earle '03 improved by an inch to place
fifth in the meet, reaching a height of

4'8".

est competitor.

The 800m Tun brought three
sophomore Ladies on the track. In a

Despite her domination at
Denison, Lynn predicts better things
yet to come. "Our team has really been
coming together in the past weeks. I

Hall's performances were not
limited to the 400m run, however. She
was also Kenyon 's top finisher in the
200m run. She ran a blazing 28.95 to
finish fourth in the event. Erica Neitz
return to
'01 marked her
the track from an injury suffered durby running a 29.81.
ing
Also representing Kenyon in the
sprints was Blakeslee, powering out of
the blocks in the 55m run to finish with
a time of 8.45.
long-await-

cross-count-

ed

ry

blaze of purple, Katherine Kapo,
Becky Rosser and Sara Vyrostek all
ran impressive races. Kapo finished

IM: now look to softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18
my combination of long range
bombs and his my patented
wonderscoop proved to be too much
for the opposition.
"When our starting five needed
a break, our deep bench (juniors Brice
Kuhl, Adam Bange and Jim Gamer)

:

--

Rob Passmore

Becky Rosser '02 rounds the corner at the Denison

Blakeslee. "She kept the lead all the
way, and successfully trounced the
Denison runner who was chomping
In the
at her heals from the
same race, Meg Biddle '03 ran well
to finish in 5:28 with sixth place.
Domination is the only word that
accurately describes Lynn's performance in the 3000m run. Lynn broke
from the pack early in the race and
never looked back. She cruised around
the track with almost no effort, finishing a full 1 0 seconds ahead of her nearget-go- ."

---

hard-foug- ht

gave us strong support throughout the
entire season."
Kniep also commented that Team
Surge was anxious to defend its title
next year, and would spare no effort in
a strong reach for a consecutive championship in the IM softball league this
spring.

--

NCAC scene with a personal best

Staff Writer

time. He launched himself into the

The Lords Indoor track and
g
in
field team did some
their Last Chance Qualifier Meet
at Dension University Friday, as
the unscored meet was their last
before next weekend's conference
championship. A tandem of leading Lords and second stringers
competed, with mixed results.
Ian Pitkin '01 and Phil
Stephenson '02 finished ninth and
11th respectively in the long jump.
Pitkin's mark was 18'6", while
Stephenson covered an even 17
feet.
fine-tunin-

i

think we're in for some terrific performances at conference," she said. Following Lynn in the 3000m run were
Becky Chamberlin '02, running an impressive 12:41 for a personal record,
Emily Berkeley '03 with a
13:12andJenFraley '01 in 14:16. Like
a fine wine, Fraley continues to im-

BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN

Last-Chan- ce

Meet: Friday

first for the Ladies and fifth overall
with a time of 2:31. Following close
on her heels was Rosser with a 2:36.
and Vyrostek in 2:41.
The sensational Hall had this to
say about the meet: "Friday's meet was
a lot of fun. It was exciting to watch
my teammates have so many great performances. It seems like the women's
team is really peaking right now, which
means great things for our upcoming
championship meet and makes me really excited for the outdoor season."
Gomez echoed Hall 's enthusiasm
and gave a preview of the team 's strategy as it enters the important NCAC
meet. "Going into the NCAC, we
aren't going to have a lot of depth that
will propel us into high team scoring.
Over the past few years we've been
very strong in the jumping field events
which has normally placed us among
the top three schools after the first day
of competition."
"This year we are weak in those
events," noted Gomez. "Sprint-wis- e
our top sprinter, Sarah Hall, who has
improved to be one of the best 400m
runners in the NCAC, will not be able
to compete in the NCAC due to job
interviews. So we're basically going
to have to count on the strength of our
distance team. I feel good about those
that will be competing though. The
team has improved well throughout
the season, they have worked very
hard and have great attitudes.
Said Gomez, "We expect some
strong individual performances out of
Laura Shults, Gelsey Lynn, and Molly
Sharp '01, while the rest of the team
will be able to shore up points in the
relays and high jump."
The Ladies take on the NCAC's
besi at Denison this weekend.

The triple jump followed,
where Stephenson took fourth
place with a 35' 1" jump.
Justin Jones '01 struggled
through the 55m dash, with a
finish of 7.83 seconds. In
the high jump, Mike Weber '01
equaled his previous best effort,
reaching a height of 6'2" before
plunging back to earth, earning a
fifth place finish.
Kenyon's distance runners,
minus Cary Snyder '02, performed
adequately in the 1500m run. Rob
Passmore '02 led the purple troops
with an 11th place finish and a time
of 4:23.4, while Matt Latuchie '03
and Mike Davis '00 followed, with
respective times of 4:32.7 and
4:33.1.
Captain James Sheridan '00
praised Passmore 's effort.
"It was a triumphant return for
him in the 1500," said Sheridan.
"After numerous injuries and setbacks, Rob exploded onto the
next-to-la-

I

j

Hey, I bet you'd like

ego-les-

out-stro-

de

ms

and

a

deep distance corps,"

Sheridan continued, "I believe we
have a successful conference meet
in the making. A lot hinges on our
distance runners and their performance in the 5000 meter run,
clearly a premier event in the conference."
Also, Weber will have to step
it up and compete against top
OWU and Wabash jumpers," he
said. "Mike Sripasert '02 and Ken
McNish '01 will have their hands
full I'm sure, but both of these men
are excellent performers and have
a clear sense of what 'game day'
is about.

K

Drew Kalnow '03

st

'

distance medley next Saturday at
conferences, a stupendous effort for
that kid. I'm particularly proud of
the grit he showed, the fine example
that he sets for the rest of the guys.
s,
He's
always willing to help
out the team in any way that he can,
and we're very excited to have him
on the conference squad."
The Lords also gave solid efforts in the middle distance events.
Tyler Morell '03 stunned teammates and perennial booster Bob
Mazer '02 by finishing first
amongst Kenyon runners in the
400m run in 56.13 seconds, his
personal best. In a tight race, he
Pitkin, Owen Beetham
'03 and Kit Rogers '03, all by less
than a half second.
In the 800m run, mentor and
protege reversed roles, as freshman Drew Kalnow finished 10th
with a time of 2:06.28, and training partner Sheridan posted a 1 2th
place mark at 2:07.02
Sheridan marveled at his
pupil's progress throughout the
season.
"Drew had a blazing finish in
his heat of the 800," he said. "He
keeps making improvements and
expects excellence in the pre-liof the 800 on Friday."
Heading into next weekend's
conference meet, the Lords have
bright spots and trouble spots.
Said Sheridan, "As for conferences, we expect to compete and
score the crucial points necessary
to keep Allegheny, Oberlin,
Earlham and Hiram far behind us.
We aim to run season bests and
come closer together as a team.
"With a solid jumping crew

Rob Passmore

"Captain McNish always likes to
talk about 'game day' and wearing
'your game day face.' Hopefully, we'll
be prepared to make the adjustments
necessary for conferences," Sheridan
said. "We expect a lot of ourselves."

to cover men's
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Ladies basketball crowned conference champs
Kenyon earns automatic bid to NCAA national tournament, but falls

to Wilmington in first round

64-4- 6

BY JEREMY SUHR
Sports Editor

!

r

.

t

The Kenyon Ladies basketball
team captured the North Coast Athletic Conference tournament crown
Saturday, dethroning defending
champions Ohio Wesleyan Univerand
sity on their home court 57-5- 1
earning an automatic place among
the field of 50 in the NCAA Division III tournament. The Ladies
dominated the NCAC
Team, with point guard
Stephany Dunmyer '00 garnering
the Al Van Wie Award for Most
Valuable Performer and joined on
the squad by Cori Arnold '03 and
Jada Twedt '01. Last night, howto
ever, the Ladies fell 64-4- 6
Wilmington College in their first
round match up.
The Ladies leapt out to an
early 2 lead against Wilmington,
but after a dry shooting spell stymied
offense,
Kenyon's
Stephany Dunmyer '00 leads a Kenyon tast - break against OWU in Kassic bchcra
Wilmington climbed back, tying
the NCAC championship game.
the game at 9 with 11:14 remainEven with their gritty win behind
'02 said, "The crowd was great.
ing in the first half. Wilmington
them, the Ladies faced a still tougher OWU always has a big student seccontinued to have the hot hand and
tion, but Saturday it actually felt
task Saturday. The 23-- 2 Bishops
entered the locker room at halftime awaited
them on their home floor, as though we were playing at
leading the Ladies 22-1home." Dunmyer agreed, saying
where earlier this month OWU deThe Ladies mounted a chalfeated Kenyon by a 16 point margin, "Our fans totally took the OWU
lenge immediately after the break,
exacting revenge for their 11 point students out of the game and gave
scoring the second half's first six loss
us the home-cou- rt
advantage."
to Kenyon in Gambier back in
points to draw within three, 22-1beWith the support of the crowd
the
December. Before
game even
but they would come no closer.
firmly behind them, the Ladies
gan, the atmosphere inside OWU's
Wilmington's offense continued to
slowly began to chip away at
Branch Rickey Arena was intense and
click and gradually they pulled furelectric.
ther and further ahead. In fitting
As the game opened, the situafashion, Dunmyer finished her steltion wasn't pretty for the Ladies, and
lar Kenyon career with a game high
a repeat of OWU's home victory over
BY SERGE BURBANK
26 points and five assists.
the Ladies earlier this month looked
Staff Writer
In the NCAC semi-finround
likely. OWU played an offense of
last Friday night, the Ladies edged
complicated and constant motion, and
The Kenyon College Lords
while OWU
past Earlham 40-3- 6
the incessant cuts and pick and rolls
baseball learn started its season off
survived an intense overtime conleft the Kenyon defense confused and
e
on a
away trip to Kentest against Denison 76-7The
disorganized. OWU had only to wait tucky this weekend, meeting up
semi-finmatch tested the
tough
patiently and distributed the ball
with Cumberland College and
mettle of the Ladies squad, as
around to the open shooter, compilTransylvania
University, and
1
4
Kenyon jumped out to an early
ing a 16-- 6 lead mid-wa- y
through the
an even
Both losses
emerged
lead but watched as Earlham
first half.
the Transylvania
came
of
courtesy
the
at
Ladies'
slowly chipped away
Despite the Ladies' daunting
University Pioneers. In their first
advantage before tying the score at
deficit, the crowd noise inside the double-heade- r
against
34 with just under five minutes rearena clearly favored the Ladies.
the
Lords
used
Cumberland,
strong
maining. But, thanks to two buckKenyon faithful had arrived in dozfrom Mitch
pitching
performances
ets from Arnold and two late free
ens, and their enthusiastic support
Swaggert
'00 and Dan
throws from Dunmyer, the Ladies
drowned out the cheers of the OWU
to start the sea'02
Christiansen
survived the late scare.
supporters. As guard Becky Comely
son undefeated.
All-Tournam- ent

7--

9--

3.

9,

'With a little over two minutes left, we just knew
that we were going to win.'
Stephany Dunmyer '00
OWU's lead. Kenyon switched to a
zone defense, and OWU's motion
offense sputtered. Behind three-poibaskets from Twedt and
Dunmyer, along with some strong
points in the paint from Arnold, the
Ladies stayed close and with 6.1
seconds left before the half the Ladies found themselves down six
points, 23-1The Ladies inbounded the ball
t,
to Comely near
and after a couple quick dribbles, she
shot that
launched a long three-poiswished perfectly in just as the
buzzer sounded. "Sinking the three
before half was a great feeling," said
Comely. "I knew it was in as soon
as I let it go." Added Dunmyer,
"Becky hit a huge three at the end
of the first half to give us the momentum going into halftime."
And the Ladies rode that momentum well. Both teams emerged
from the locker room and played
suffocating defense, as the first
points didn't come until after 1:20
had elapsed. Comely sank a jumper
to bring Kenyon within one, although OWU came right back, converting a three-poiplay to push
nt

7.

mid-cour-

nt

nt

their lead back up to four. But
Dunmyer returned the deficit to one
with her second of five
three-pointe-

al

four-gam-

2.

al

0--

2-- 2.

Ladies tennis whomps Rochester
BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH

Staff Writer

The Kenyon Ladies tennis
team continues to roll as it defeated the University of Rochester 1 Sunday for its second victory of the season and remain undefeated. A perennial top 10 team
in the East, the Yellowjackets
hung tough in a few matches, but
collapsed beneath the weight of
Kenyon's superior talent.
As in their victory over the
University of Toledo two weeks
ago, Kenyon's victory was punctuated by strong, consistent play by
all three doubles teams.
"They played solid matches,"
said Coach Scott Thielke, "especially in doubles where they have

8--

1

Just minutes later, Arnold
snared a tough offensive rebound
k
to give the
and sank the
Ladies their first lead of the game,
29-2Dunmyer, tirelessly working
to evade her defenders and find an
open position, received a pass on the
left and drained yet another
from well beyond the line.
OWU, however, was far from
put-bac-

8.

three-point-

Thielke was pleased with how
his doubles teams have been playing and does not foresee making any
adjustments. The singles lineup is
another story, as the results of some

didn't have too much trouble

crucial challenge matches this
weekend may shift the order in
which the Ladies play.
Caryn Cuthbert '00, Kenyon's
top singles player, had an easy time,
demolishing her opponent
"My opponent was tough in the
first few games, but once I broke
6-- 2,

6-- 1.

2--

2

in the first set,

6--

6-- 4,

7-- 5,

6-- 2.

1

fin-

6-- 3,

7-- 5.

At third singles, Elly Sherman

'02 had an up and down match, but
was able to pull it out in the criti).
cal third set (6-A s
3-- 6,

er

At fourth singles, Nicole
Harbauer '00 was defeated 3
while Lisa Beauchamp '02, at fifth
singles, defeated her opponent

ishing her off," said Cuthbert.
Brooke Roeper '02 had a tougher
time at second singles, but was
able to defeat her opponent

2,

left-field-

in first and third sets."

8--

her serve at

4--

er

vanquished. With tight defense holding the Ladies offense, OWU drove
the lane and attacked Kenyon's defense, drawing fouls and sinking the
shots. Then, on back to back pos-

sessions,

OWU
countered
Dunmyer's long bombs with two of
their own. Suddenly, with eight minutes to play, the Ladies were down
six points,
That's when Dunmyer took
over. With chants of "We've got
Stephany! We've got Stephany!"
from the Kenyon section sounding
in the background, Dunmyer, who
led all players with 23 points and
see LADIES, page 20
41-3- 5.

2-- 2

Krecji '02 and Jesse Donaldson '02.
In the second game, the Lords
again used their strong pitching and
defense to guide them toward their
2
victory. Christiansen excelled in
his first collegiate pitching start,
tossing six strong innings before giv-in- g
5--

way to Josh Pike '03, who
wrapped up the game with his first
collegiate save. "I am just happy to
be on the field," said Christiansen.
"The team looks like it will progress
into a really solid ballclub led by a
number of smart veterans and talChristiansen was
ented
not overpowering, but smartly used
his defense, throwing a number of
see BASEBALL, page 20
first-years- ."

in second victory of season

'My opponent was tough in the first few games,
but once I broke her serve, I didn't have too much
trouble finishing her off
Caryn Cuthbert '00
struggled in previous years."

contest, Swaggert
pitched complete game, giving up
only one run in the outing as the
Lords cruised to a 1 victory. The
Lords bats looked lazy at first, but
by the fifth inning they exploded for
three runs and added an insurance
run in the sixth to seal the victory.
The Lords were led on the offensive side by strong production from
shortstop Pete Malanchuk '02, who
blistered Cumberland for three hits
on the day. In the late innings as
Swaggert's arm began to tire, the
Lords' picked him up on the defensive end with strong play from
Dave Wiant '02 and good
infield play by Malanchuk, Mike
a

rs

on the night.

Baseball returns from Kentucky
In the first

--

6-2-

Sherman said, her opponent
"played well in the second set, but
I was able to take the crucial points

"She was consistent, but I was
able to overwhelm her in the second set," said Beauchamp.
In the closest match of the afternoon, Katy Tucker '03 outlasted
her opponent and came out with a
6-- 1,

2-- 6,

7--

6

(7--

4)

victory.

As Cuthbert commented,
"Katy's match had everything, complete with a 'Boris Becker' diving
drop shot volley."
In doubles, Kenyon really
flexed its muscles as all three
teams defeated their opponents
Tucker and Cuthbert took down

8-- 3.

their opponents with hard serves
and solid volleys, while Sherman
and Harbauer wore down their op-

ponents with hard, consistent
groundstrokes and played intelligent doubles. At third doubles,
Beauchamp and Roeper overwhelmed their opponents with
devastating approach shots and
clean volleys.
The Ladies were pleased with
the result of their last match before they travel to California for
spring break, where they will face
Whittier College and Pomona-Pitze- r,
Claremont and Amherst in
College Clasthe Pomona-Pitze- r
is beginsic. The starting line-u- p
ning to solidify and should be set
when the Ladies return to

